Second Congressional District
race heats up in Waterville
issue is creating jobs and pointed to
ByBRAD KASNET
his own background, spending the
NEWS EDITOR
past 10 years redevelop ing Loring Air
Force Base and creating 1,200 jobs.
The two; candidates for Maine's "We have a jobs crisis here in the state
Second Congressional District seat of Maine," Hamel said.
The candidates agreed with the
met Tuesday in a debate at the
majority
of their parties on most
Waterville Opera House. Rep. Mike
Michaud, the Democratic incumbent, issues, although made some interestfaced off against Republican chal- ing departures from their party lines.
lenger Brian Hamel, the president and Hamel said he does not agree with the
CEO of the Loring Development No Child Lef t Behind Act because of
its "cookie-cutter" approach to educaAuthority in Limestone
tion, which has not
Waterville is cur~~
worked as well in
rently represented by
rural Maine as it
Democrat Tom Allen
has in many metroas a part of Maine's
politan
areas.
First District , but
"Rural
Maine
redistricting
has
learns differently
placed the city, as
than metropolitan
•well as some surlocations," Hamel
rounding towns, into
Brian
Hamel
said.
Michaud also
the Second District,
Republican Candidate for
opposed the act,
so Colby students
Congress
but said it was an
casting ballots in
un-funded mandate
Waterville will be
choosing between Michaud and from Congress that is forcing teachers
Hamel. The Morning Sentinel^spon- to get out of the educational system.
In regards to the war on terror,
sored the debate as an opportunity for
Michaud
said that he agreed with the
voters in the new towns in the district
mvaston of Afghanistan, but disagreed
to get to know the candidates.
The two candidates went back and with the invasion of Iraq. He said that
forth on a number of issues for a little President Bush did not prove the exisover an hour, ranging from local to tence of weapons of mass destruction in
foreign affairs. Each of the candidates Iraq and entered with no plan to win the
opened and closed with their main peace and no exit ' strategy. "We have to
themes in the election. Michaud change the course," Michaud said.
emphasized his blue-collar back- Hamel responded by saying he felt "the
ground. "I'm proud to be the only biggest weapon of mass destruction is
member of Congress who's punched a behind bars" in Saddam Hussein and
time clock for over 28 years at a paper also accused Michaud of voting against
mill," he said. Hamel said that his top the $87 billion bill to fund the troops in

We have a jobs
crisis here in
the state of
Maine.

Colb y reaches for vict ory

Iraq. "I will never waiver
when it comes to providing
funding to our troops,"
Hamel said.
Both candidates took
the positions commonly
associated with the other's
party when it Came to
embryonic stem cell
research. Michaud said he
supported federal funding
for adult stem cell
research, but was more
cautious regarding embryonic stem cell research,
saying that it needed to be
evaluated. Hamel, meanwhile, supported embryonic stem cell research and
became somewhat emotional describing his
with
father 's.
fi ght
Alzheimer's disease.
Each candidate accused
the other of being too par- .
tisan in his politics.
Michaud said Hamel was
reading from a Republican
playbook, while Hamel
noted that Michaud voted
with House Democratic
Leader Nancy Pelosi 89
percent of the time;
A few Colby students
COURTESY OF DAN KASPERSK1
took an interest in the
'05
Kqsperski
Steve
intercepts
a
pass
during
the
ColbyWesley
an
football
game. <.
debate. The League of
See
page
8'for
a
complete
story
on
the
game.
Pissed Off Voters organized a carpool that took
about 10 students to the opera house,
while several members of the Colby
Republicans were in attendance as well.

Stalls Tisrkef ^eeept^Lo^oy4ward ffoffhGhieago He also remarked on the profound ' Diversity in the Newsroom:Its Effect
By KATIE FULLER
influence Terkel exerted on his own on What Gets Reported" preceded the
NEWS EDITOR
journalistic career in the same city. convocation earlier in the day. The
"As writers, we often borrow style panel , composed of columnist Jeff
Sunday night in Lorimer Chapel, and method, and usually the influence Jacoby from The Boston Globe, Editor
92-year-old radio personality and of others is subtle. Then there's Studs, of The Denver Post Greg Moore, and
author Louis "Studs" Terkel received the man I now realize has left his Vice President and Editor of The
the prestigious Elijah Parish Lovejoy mark on me."
Chicago Tribune Ann Marie Lipinski ,
Kotlowitz's work has greatly mir- offered different views on how newsAward for outstanding achievement in
journalism. Friend and colleague Alex rored the social justice based stories of rooms interpret strategies to ensure
Kotlowitz accepted on behalf of . a Terkel. In "There are No Children diversity gets reflected in their newsrecovering and mentally robust Terkel, Here," Kotlowitz chronicles the lives papers. Lipinski stressed that the conas evidenced in a humorous video- of two male youths from inner-city tent of stories was more important
taped acceptance speech.
than who you actually
"I could think of no one
hired. "At the Tribune,
more honorable than Elijah
every features editor is
Lovejoy, I' ve gotten a lot of
asked to go out and talk to
awards, but to get this
a group that hasn 't been
recounts another time , a
talked to or may have been
time when someone spoke
ignored or neglected," she
out against the mob. I accept
said. Moore spoke of the
this award with honor and I
trouble he faced in trying to
thank you very much ,"
find conservative writers to
Terkel told the audience.
bring some ideological balTerkel, a vibrant radio
ance to The Denver Post
personality at Wl'MT in
upon his arrival there . "For
Chicago for many years and
me, it is really important to
NO/VM BAUZS/TIIE CO1.0Y ECHO
a master oral historian ,
know what it feels like to
committed his life to telling Studs Terkel accepts the Lovejoy Award via video.
be in our newsroom. I want
the stories of many marginto hear rich conversation
alized groups in American society. Chicago. "Studs had the smarts to between men, women, gays, African
Kotlowitz spoke warmly of his friend push and prod his subjects then get out Americans, etc.," he said. Moore himand inspiration and expressed Terkel's of the way and let them tell their story. self is one of onl y five Africandisappointment that he was unable to Studs has inspired not only me but so Americans to run a major dail y
attend the 52nd Lovejoy Convocation. many writers of my generation."
newspaper. Jacoby delivered an
"Terkel is the jo urnalistic equivalent
Kotlowitz ended the address by not- opposing opinion with his views that
of Bo Jackson. He has described him- ing the particular importance of Studs ' focusing on diversity as a matter of
self as a guerrilla journalist. Studs rec- princi ple to tell the story of the under- skin color or ethnicity was potentiall y
ognizes the poetry and lingo in dogs and "the etc.'s" of this day and damag ing to an actual diversity of
everyday peop le, lie operates out of a age. "We believe the defense of our thought in the newsroom. "The only
resolute and clear sense on how the nation is paramount and that means diversity that matters should be intelworld should operate, and his wish is our princi ples as well. What belter lectual diversity. Stories don 't get covthat life be fair to everyone." way to do that than telling the stories ered the way they 're supposed to
Kotlowitz also went on to say that of ordinary peop le. As Studs said , it today because of political correetedTerkel never let Ins clear political will force people to look at themselves ness," Jacoby commented. Although
leanings gel in the way of his ability to from sli ghtly different angles," Lipinski and Moore disagreed with
capture people's stories. "He is the Kotlowitz said.
Jacoby, all three agreed with Lip inski
master of having people make sense
A panel discussion co-sponsored by in her closing statement that an ideal
out of their lives, a grand improviser," the Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs newsroom might look something like
Kotlowitz said.
and Civic Engagement
titled the panel itself.
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Colby chapter of
Habitat for
Humanity begins
new year of
fundraising on
page 3f

Love is in the air again:
M uleMatch may return
.

By BRAD KASNET
- site:.wouicLbe -updated, "they -said it
NEWS EDITOR
would be fairly soon," according to
McElyea. He said that he hopes the
MuleMatch , the popular online WesMatch creators will come through
compatibility website that swept with their plans to continue maintainColby by storm last spring,. has not ing the site.
The site also has plans to expand to
been updated since the end T)f last
year, but could soon be relaunching to other schools as well. "They're try ing
once again help Colby students find to do this on a national scale ,"
McEl yea said. Last spring they
love on Mayflower Hill.
MuleMatch was initiall y launched expressed the hope that they could
in April and quickly made a huge expand to many other schools across
splash , with almost 1,600 students the country to get'tens of thousands of
signing up. The website is part of the students on the network .
MuleMatch may
CampusMatch
also
come with a
Network, which two
cheaper price tag to
students started as
Colby. Taff said last
WesMatch
at
spring that they
Wesleyan University
e x p e c t e d
several years ago.
MuleMatch to cost
More recentl y, they
SGA about $650
expanded the neteach semester, but
work to include
McFl yea said they
Bowdoin , Colby,
Oberlin
and
Peyton McElyea '05 now p lan to add banner ads to the site so
Williams Colleges.
SGA Treasurer
that it costs signifiMuleMatch first
cantl y less to SGA,
came to Colby when
the WesMatch creators contacted for- if anything at all .
The unique system has students fill
mer Student Government Association
President Derek Taff '04 last year. out a multi p le-choice questionna ire
SGA decided to support the program about qualities in themselves and the
and funded the $750 cost for the people they 're looking for and the
importance of these qualit ies.
spring semester.
Despite the initial success of Questions range from sex drive ("1
MuleMatch last spring, the situ has wrote the book on extended massive
not been updated in months. The class orgasms") to hyg iene ("I only shower
of 2004 is still listed on the site and when it 's time to lake my dreads out")
the class of 2008 has not yet been to eco-conscientiousiiess ("I pick
added. The case is the same at the garbage out of trash cans and strew it on
other schools on the network as well. the grass'). After completing the quesSGA Treasurer Peyton McUlyea '05 tionna ire , students can see who their top
attempted to get in touch with the cre- matches are at Colby, and in each class,
ators to find out about the future of the as well as seeing who they match with
site , but was unsuccessful , leading at the other schools on the
him to believe that the site was e ffec- CampusMatch network. Students can
tivel y dead. But Mcl 'U ycu said he also look up anyone else on the network
received an e-mail fro m the creators and view their compatibility as well as
on Tuesday, Oct. 12 saying that the their profile , in which users can write a
site will soon be up and running once little more about themselves and upload
again , completely updated to include p ictures. Only Colby students can use
the class of 2008. While they didn 't MuleMatch , since they need to use their
oiler a specific timetable for when the Colby username to log into the system.

They [the creators of
MuleMatch]
said it would be
fairly soon.

Bassett reflects
upon the Morning
Sentinel on page 4.

Students have
chance to meet
with trustees
By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Students have the opportunity
to interact intimately with Trustees
this year through a meeting designated exclusively for this purpose.
In his - "FSI: For Student
Information" e-mail sent to students on Wednesday, Oct. 6,
President William D. Adams
announced that a meeting with
Trustees and students will take
place at 8 a.m. on Friday, Oct. 22.
According to Adams, the agenda of the meeting is completely
open to whatever topics the students want to discuss.
"The Trustees are enormously
interested," Adams said of meeting with students. "They're very
committed. I don't think students
should ever worry about if the
Trustees are interested."
This is the first time in two or
three years that a focused meeting
of this kind has happened, Adams
said. Different variations of such a
meeting have existed in previous
years. No meeting has taken place
in the most recent years because
Board meetings have been very
congested; "it's mostly a logistical
thing," Adams said.
"It's a continuation in. a new
way of things that have happened
in the past," Adams said. "It's a
constant evolution and getting the
Continued on Page 3

Copyright
laws hinder
movie nights
By CHARLES FREDERICK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last spring, a student decided to
show a movie for his club that he had
no doubt shown hundreds of times
before, so he took no special precautions. The student put up posters on
campus advertising the event, expecting nothing out of the ordinary. But
within days, he received phone calls
and e-mails threatening fines upwards
of $2,000.
A recent recurrence of this incident
has worried Colby 's staff. U.S. citizens are not allowed to show movies
that they have bought unless a public
showing license is also purchased , but
this does not always happen at Colby.
Antonio Mendez '06, president of
Students Organized Against Racism
(SOAR), was recentl y liable to be
arrested and fined $2,500 because of a
law he did not know even existed. He
had advertised for a public showing of
"Fahrenheit 9/11" without first getting
a license to do so from the licensing
group, Swank Motion Pictures.
Luckil y, Director of Student
Activities Kell y Wharton found out
about the problem before it was too
late. Firs t, she issued a cease and
desist order to SOAR , making cleat
her goal in the intervention. "My stand
is to let students do the programming
they want , without obstacles," she
said. "I want to delete the obstacles
and inform the students." One day
afler the warnings were issued, the
problem had been resolved; the
Student Government Association
Continued on Page 3
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Indiegrrls return to
Colby for another !
performance in the
Mary Low
Coffeehouse on
page 6.
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
on Thursday of each week the College is in session.

LETTERS
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate •community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and signed and include an address or phone number. The Echo
will not, under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on 3.5" disk
or via e-mail at echofSlcolbv.edu. The Echo reserves the ri ght to edit all submissions.
EDITORIALS ¦'-..
The Editorials are the official opinion of the majority of the Echo staff. Opinions
expressed in the individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not
of the Echo.
1

CONTACT US

For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an article*
./
p lease call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)872-37 86, e-mail
echoadsl@colbv.edu or fax (207)872-3555.
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14 North St.
. .• • Waterville
873-3371
800.244.3371

Lakewood .fld.
Madison
474-9771
800-244.9771

www.warebutler.com

33 Depot St
Live rmore Falls
807-3861
800-244-3661
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^
* POSTER PRINTS
t ONE HOUR PHOTO AND DIGITAL IMAGING

FRAMES FILM ALBUMS
PORTRAIT STUDIO
ONE HOUR PHOTO
DIGITA L SELECT

2S7 MAIN STREET
WATERVI-LE
207-873-4780

190 WESTERN AVE
AUGUSTA
207-622-9222

A POLLO
Services
-
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Ap OllOS BtStTO

Hair
M a k c - U |)
Skin Care
B o (1y C a re
Nails
Spa G i f t
Certificates

A place to gather and
re lax i n a wonder fu I ,
warm environment.
Feel free to I inger and
enjoy good company, '
music and conversation ,
outside dining on a deck.
< tdl Kevin Joseph at #72-5513
or Ken at 872-8736
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The Multicultural Affairs Committee
held a forum entitled "Where Anv I:
Sexual Frontiers (and Borders) at Colby
and Beyond" on Monday, Oct. 11 to
discuss issues of sexuality at Colby, The
event was designed to occur on
National Coming CnitDay and was part
of Coming Out Week, sponsored by
The Bridge.
The forum took place in a fishbowl
format, with two circles of chairs in
¦which the audience and. participants
sat. The inner circle held eight participants, including an administrator,
staff, faculty members and four students. About 2_ students, faculty and
staff sat in an outer circle. During the
forum, audience members could
anonymously pass a question for the
participants to the moderator.
"I felt that the format of the forum
was less than ideal, as it did not
conversation
encourage
direct
between audience and panel members.
They could submit questions in notecard format but they were still quite
separated from the conversation. And
a number of audience members later
expressed the same sentiment to me,"
said Matt Ruby '05, one of the leaders
of The Bridge.
"I know a lot of people on the outside circle would have been vocal; as

one student mentioned there lt.' wasn t percent of Colby students as allies,
as diverse as it should have, been, with an ally being someone with
meaning not only cultural back- whom he would be comfortable telling
grounds. It's important to get conserv- his sexuality if the situation was
ative people in there. You can't make appropriate. A distinction was made
a change in the community if you're between passive allies and active
not working with
allies, recognizing
those who have
that it is much hardopposing
views,"
er for some to be an
said
Jeanette
active ally.
Richelson '05, social
The role of facevents director of
ulty and staff in
sexuality issues at
The Bridge.
Colby was a major
The forum opened
of
"outfocus of the forum.
with the topic
The lack of staff in
ing," with the questhe womens, gention of "to out or not
der and sexuality
to out" as one of the
A
student
focuses;
studies department
participant commentwas a concern for
Jeanette Richelson '05
ed that he felt more
all and participants
The Bridge Social Events Director
comfortable being out
agreed that more
at Colby than at
staff in that departhome. Another student expressed that it ment would be beneficial. Queer
is sometimes confusingtrying to under- studies should be brought more into
stand exactly what "coming out" is. the place of privilege at Colby,
The question of "to label or not to which is academic life, a faculty
member said.
label" was also brought up.
"The topics were important and it
Homophobia and heterosexual
privilege were also focal points of the was valuable for them to have been
conversation. "If you're a heterosexu- discussed and I believe that it brought
al, you don't have to reveal anything; some new perspectives to both panel
it's just assumed," one student said. members and the audience. I would
Another student added that heterosex- like to see it redone. Although there
uals are not accused of "flaunting it" were a fair number of students preas homosexuals often are. One student sent, it was mentioned that the only
stated that he would consider 80 to 90 faculty in attendance were ones on

You can't make
a change in the
community if
you're not working with those
who have
opposing views.

Coffee kiosk opens in the Street to big business
By BEN HERBST
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Dining Services now serves coffee
at a kiosk in the Street of Miller
Library and will no longer be serving it
on a regular basis at the coffeehouse in
Mary Low.
In the past, students ran the coffee-

house. Dining Services also served
coffee at the same location last year.
The lack of participation at the coffeehouse, however, prompted Dining
Services to make a change. Director of
Dining Services Varun Avasthi
explained that some students felt the
coffeehouse was in an inconvenient
and awkward location, thus causing a
lack of participation.

Professor speaks about
women 's rights in Vietnam
respond to the deficiencies of such a
method. "The Vietnamese Women's
FEATURES EDITOR
Union [the state organization] has
been open to accepting new ideoloDr. Lynn Kwiatkowski delivered a gies to respond to wife-beating.
presentation entitled "Negotiating There is also a new effort to educate
Women's Rights; The Politics of women on their legal rights. This
Gender, Violence, And Wife-Beating reflects a shift in the approach to
in Northern Vietnam," on Monday, allow battered women to make their
Oct. 11 as part of the Oak Institute own decisions," Kwiatkowski said.
Because of the government 's
for Human Rights Lecture Series.
Kwiatkowski, a professor at stress on keeping the family unit
Colorado State University, spent intact, outside organizations have
considerable time in that nation talk- addressed the issue "in a delicate
ing with and studying victims of fashion," she said. One agency 's
domestic violence. During her time, approach was, to link their program
she interviewed community mem- with reproductive health in order to
bers, scholars and people from non- make it more socially acceptable.
governmental organizations on the The medical profession in the area
subject. Her findings pointed to evi- has also done little to respond to the
dence that the response of the situation in the same way doctors do
Vietnamese government might actu- in the United States. "When a batally be reinforcing the subordination tered woman goes to a doctor, they
of women within the family unit and often don't discuss the nature of her
the societal apathy toward actual injuries. Many have internalized culalleviation of wife-beating victims.
tural values. Biomedical personnel
Most people I talked to don't are largely silent ," she said.
approve of the beating, yet many still
Kwiatkowski concluded by stresssee women as inferior to men, espe- ing that the social constructs of their
cially in the family setting," society and the pressures of the state
Kwiatkowski said. "State strategies were often very hard to overcome.
have prioritized reconciliation "The idea that wife-beating is never
between husband and wife. Often the the fault of women has not been easmembers of these reconciliation ily accepted, including by women
committees have no training. The themselves. The approach there
government links social order to the often causes them to face continued
ability of husband and wife to recon- battering as they can 't overcome
cile their differences."
intense pressure from the state."
Outside organizations have tried to
By KATIEFULLER

Tues. -l- ' ri. Lunch; Thurs. -Sat. Dinner
91 Silver Street , Waterville

Sunday Brunch 11AM-3PM

Mon. 9-5; Tiiivi .-l 'ii . 8-8; Sal. 8-5
Sundays by Appointment
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"The coffeehouse was developed morning as well.
as an area for students to hang out in
The coffeehouse space is still used
a non-alcoholic setting, an alternative for certain events. Dining Services
to the pub on campus," Avasthi said. provides coffee during programmed
Because of the lack of participation events, when given advance notice.
at the coffeehouse, Dining Services "If it 's a programmed event though
looked for a new way of providing Student Activities, we will send
that hangout place
someone to the
•
for the students on
coffeehouse
to
campus, ine new
serve coffee. If it's
kiosk in the Street,
an informal event
students just need
near the vending
to sign out the key
machines, is the
current location for
in order to use the
that area. Avasthi
space. We just
expect them to be
added that there is'
responsible;, with
now new furniture
the, equipment add
there, with more on;,
keep it 'i clean,''
order, to enhance
Avasthi explained.
the
community
Coffee
will
feeling of the
remain on the Street
Street.
Green
Mountain Coffee is
Varun Avasthi as long as it meets
student's needs.
served at the kiosk
Director of Diriiteffi Services
Avasthi is looking
from 2 p.m. to 10
for help from stup.m. daily.
"The participation on Monday dents to decide the future of beverage
[Oct. 4], the first day the coffee kiosk service on campus. He would like to
f " was~open, was equal to what the cof- form a focus group through Student
feehouse experienced in a week last Activities of about ten students, representative of the student body, to answer
year," Ayasthi said.
When asked about the new kiosk questions for Dining Services. The conarrangement, Julia Malkin '06 said, "I cerns he wishes to raise among this
think it's a great idea, it should have group are what hours the coffee should
happened a long time ago though . be available and if there is a need to
Also, the kiosk should be open later in expand what the kiosk currently offers.
the day, something like 4 p.m. to midnight. It should also be open in the

The participation
on...the first day
the coffee kiosk
was open, was
equal to what
the coffeehouse
experienced in a
week last year.

MliRI: DITII MANCUSO/ll in COIIIY ECHO

The new coffee kiosk in the Street has had a successful opening.
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MAC or on the panel, which I found
disappointing," Ruby said.
"It was great to siTthere and hear
other people's views, but it needs to be
a Wore: expansive forum next time. It
would have been great to have a queer
athlete or even someone from the athletic department in there, getting people from other areas. More of an effort
should have been made to reach out to
people in the larger community,"
Richelson said.
Coming Out Week ran from Oct. 6
to Oct. 11, with events including
Queer Tea, a Bridge discussion, chalkij igs and banners. "Coming Out Day
began to promote an honest openness
about being gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgendered, transsexual, intersex,
queer or questioning. It's also a day
for straight allies to be visible, be
"vocal and celebrate the queer community of which they are a vital part,"
Ruby said. "While National.Coming
Out Day is a. national holiday, Coming
Out Week is something that The
Bridge celebrates in the past few years
at Colby j ust to provide some extra
activity and support."
Ruby said that he saw Coming Out
Week as successful. "We didn 't exactly have droves of students leaping out
of the closets, but we did have students who did come out. It did show
them that Colby has a community of
openly queer and straight ally students, faculty and staff. "

Nature:
Larceny
Vandalisrh
Larceny
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Vandalism
Larceny
Medical Response
Medical Response
Citation
•

,

Date:
10/5/04
10/6/04
10/7/04
10/8/04
10/10/0 4
10/9/04
10/10/04
10/10/04
10/10/04
10/10/04
10/10/04
10/10/04

Time:
7:01 a,m.
9:07 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
11:34 p.m.
12:5 1 a.m.
11:51 p.m.
12:30 a.m.
1:44 a.m.
Unknown
6:41 p.m.
' 1:24 a.m.
1:07 a.m.
. .....

Location:
Mary Low Coffeehouse
Coburn Hall
Athletic Comp lex
Outside Perkins-Wilson
Outside AMS Hull
Alfond Apartments
West Quad
AMS Mall
Drummond 1lull
Bixler Building
Marrincr Hull
'
AMS Hall
...

.

Disposition:
Security
Deans Office
WTVL Police
Deans Office
Pains Office
Dcuns Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Security
Health Center
Maine General
Deans Office

Comments:
Wallet taken from colleehoiisc.
Poster on door damaged.
Items taken during concert.
Open Container, Failure to Comply.
Open Container.
Underage Consumption.
Open Contuiner.
Personal computer damaged.
$50.00 taken from an unlocked room.
Illness.
Alcohol.
Unregistered Party.
-

,

Who 's Who

Relationship between financial aid and registering To vote unclear
By CHARLES FREDERICK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Colby students could face more
consequences from registering to vote
in their non-homestate than they may
realize. Elisa Chiniara '07, discovered
during her work with the non-profit
New Voters Project a warning from
certain financial aid distributors: if
one registers to vote in a state where
one is not a resident, some state government-based financial aid distributors may choose to revoke distribution
of financial aid.
Chiniara said that she thinks this
warning might be a scare tactic and
will probably not be enforced by the
state-level financial aid authorities.
She suggested that the aforementioned

authorities want students to believe payments in that home state can claim
that their financial aid will be revoked that this attempt is against the law. In
if they try to register to vote in the theory, the aid distributor could take the
case to court and
state where they
have a chance at
attend college. In
winning but, as
some states, the
Chiniara said, "I
county where one is
emphasize
can 't
registered to vote is
enough low gray
linked to one's state
this area is."
residency. Director of
Similar events
Financial Aid Lucia
have been reported
Whittelsey , said,
"Theoretically, where
Elisa Chiniara '07 at Hamilton College
New Voters Project
in Clinton, New
one...is registered to
York and William
vote could affect state
and Mary College
which
residency,
in Williamsburg,
. could affect eligibiliamong
other
college and unity for state grant in one's home state." Virginia,
Tf a student attempts to register to vote versity towns. According to a CNN
ftri a state where he or she is not a res- report, David.Andrews, general regisident, an official responsible for aid trar of the town of Williamsburg, said

I can't emphasize enough
how gray this
area is.

that Virginia ilaws make it unlikely for
him to allov/ students to register in
Williamsburg, ostensibly because
small town officials are often leery of
allowing college students, who live in
the town for four years at most, decide
on long-lasting town law. Andrews has
been sending 'out letters to students,
telling them I to register for absentee
ballots. In response, some William and
Mary students have filed a federal
lawsuit to get the right to vote in
Williamsburg;At Hamilton College in
Oneida County, New York, lobbying
by college students caused officials to
stop sending letters encouraging students to vote absentee.
No Colby students have yet reported being asked by local officials to
vote absentee.

New city administrator Golby grad
ular that are important for the future of
Waterville, the Head of Falls development and the Hathaway Building.
The City of Waterville recently Head of Falls is the land area along the
hired Michael Roy '74 as the new city Kennebec River in downtown
administrator. Roy has worked in the Waterville. The development will
Waterville region since 1978 in town include recreational and commercial
and city governments, which included areas. Plans also include walking trails
positions in Fairfield , Vassalboro and and an amphitheater.
The other major project is the rede^
Oakland. He has spent most of this
time as a city administrator but did velopment of the Hathaway Building
work for seven years as a community as commercial space! This building is
development director. Throughout his also located downtown and used to
26 years in city government it has house a shirt factory. When it closedj
been a goal of his to return to work for the factory was the last of its kind in
the City of Waterville.
the United States.
Roy said the term "administrator"
Roy grew up in Waterville, where
is: a completely accurate description he has lived most of his life, and was
for his job. "I administer policies the oldest of seven children. A
adopted by the city council-the poli- Waterville High School graduate, he
cies that elected leaders enact." Roy's chose Colby College for several reaother responsibilities include oversee- sons including its location, reputaing the different departments in the tion and the financial aid available.
city, such as police, fire and public Roy was also recruited for hockey
works, by meeting with the heads of and played on the White Mules
each department. His role also baseball team.
At Colby, Roy was a member of
includes managing the economic
development of the'city.
the Delta Upsilon fraternity, which
I am very excited, Roy said was housed in what is now Piper Hall.
about his new position, adding "this is He studied sciences mostly, earning
a very, important challenge; enough credits to major in environWaterville is on its way back, eco- mental studies, geology and biology.
nomically: It is the cultural and com- In retrospect, though, Roy said he
mercial' center of the region." He might have taken some different
explained that Waterville is the center classes. "If I could go back and take
because of several institutions in the different classes, I would take governcity/ including Colby College and mental studies and economics, those
classes could have helped me a lot."
MaineGeneral Medical Center.
He spoke of two projects in parti c- Roy was unsure about his plans for
By BEN HERBST
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

BEN HERBS1/THE COLBY ECHO

the future at the time and did not
expect to end up in munic ipal governments. "I didn 't have a pian in mind,
that's my biggest regret. I didn 't think
about my work future."
After Colby, Roy traveled to
Georgia in order to hike the
Appalachian Trail in its entirety from
Springer Mountain to Mt. ,K.atadhin in
Maine. In 1977, Roy had the chance
to fly to the west coast and hike a por^
tion of the Pacific Coast Trail, starting
in Canada. He returned to Maine a
year later and started his first position
in municipal government in the Town
of Fairfield.

The Habitat for Humanity home on Drummond Avenue under construction last year.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Colby chapter of Habitat for
Humanity is starting the school year
with fundraising efforts and an eye on
improving community involvement.
After finishing last year by completing a house for a family living in
Waterville, they hope to start construction on their next project by this
coming spring.
The Habitat for Humanity program
is a non-profit, non-denominational
Christian housing organization that
uses volunteer labor and donated
money and materials to build homes
for underprivileged families. Habitat
for Humanity has built over 175, 000
houses since its creation in 1976.
Last year, members of the Colby
chapter spent their Saturdays building
a house alongside the famil y who now
lives there. The recipient family jpay s
for the home in installments and, in
sweat equity hours. Mary Spooner
'07, president of Colby 's IlaWtut
chupter, spent time working with the
family and "was able (o get to know
them, which was really nice." The
Waterville chapter has purchased lund
on Bamet Street and is planning on
using that us the next location lor a
housing project.

In the mean time, the club will be
focusing on fundraising for the local
chapter in Waterville. These started on
Saturday, Oct. 9 with a community
five kilometer run intended to raise
money. Colby's efforts for last year 's
run raised over $1,000, and this year
they raised about $600, Alan
Ashbaugh '05, the vice president of
the club, says that the run "went really well." There were nearly 100 participants and, while the majority ran,
"some real ly dedicated people
walked. " The only issue that the
fundraiser hail was a substandard
course. The run was designed to go to
the next housing project hut ended up
being downhill the entire way there
and uphill on the second half of the
race, While (here were some complaints about this , "everyone had a
good lime," Ashbaugh said.
In addition to fundraising efforts
arid working on the house of Barncl
Street, the club plans to get the Colby
community more involved in volunteer efforts. Spooner said , "our big
hope for this year is to put in an
awareness side ." The club currently
has an e-mail list that is about 60 people strong and Spooner expects about
20 people to take active roles throughout the year. Many students will
become involved in the work days Unit

to the CBB program in London
"Where he studied government and
v . ASST NEWS EDITOR
British politics. ¦
(
This past surnrner, Colby student
At Colby, Bogden is a member of
Steve Bogden '05, app lied the the men's cross-country team and is
lessons he has been learning in the co-president of the Colby
classroom to a first hand experience Republicans. He is most proud of
in New.York City, working for the his achievements while working
Council on Foreign Relations. with the Colby Republicans. "I, like
Bogden also spent time traveling in to think that I!ve moved the Colby
the western United States, hiking in Republicans from a marginalized
Arches National Park, camping in group to the mainstream of campus
politics," Bogden said. "I think the
success ¦¦;of the Andrew Sullivan
event last spring speaks to the mainstream nature of the organization."
In his final year at Colby, Bogden
is hoping to get to know the class of
2008 as well as starting and finishing his thesis. He said, "I am looking forward to getting to spend
some quality time with the amazing
cast of characters that inhabits
Mayflower Hill."
After Colby, Bogden sees a couple possible career routes for himself. "Right now, however, I'm
THOMAS COOIVTHE COLBY ECHO
Steve Bogden '05.
thinking I may join the service for a
brief stint; I believe it is one of the
Yosernite National Park and visiting most honorable ways on&.canjejQje
Los Angeles.
one's country and unfortunately an
Now that he is back on campus increasingly important one," he said.
Bogden is continuing his studies as a "After that I'm looking into either
government major. He feels very law school or public policy stuff—if
lucky that "the government depart- I can trick a school into letting me
ment is kind enough to tolerate vas" in," he added.
This year he will also be working as
Bogden hails from Princeton,
Professor of Government Guilain P. New Jersey and had previously sumDenoeux's research assistant.
mered in Maine before coming to
Bogden has had the opportunity Colby. He had this to say about his
to travel abroad three times while at choice of Colby as a college: "It
Colby. In his first year he went to came down to a choice between
Greece during Jan Plan . The follow- Colby and Bowdoin and on my caming Jan Plan brought Bogden to St. pus visit here there was a black lab
Petersburg, Russia. Finally, in the running around the admission's
spring of his junior year he traveled office Twas sold."
By BEN HERBST

Michael Roy '74 takes over Waterville City Administrator position.

Habitat f orHumanity begins f undraising

By MEAGHAN JERRETT

Steve Bogden '05

ECMo ni-Ei'imro

will take place once construction
starts on the new project. The club
also plans on becoming involved with
the extended Habitat for Humanity
community, including chapters in
Augusta and Brunswick .

MOVIE RIGHTS: W
Continued From Page 1

agreed to pay the licensing fee to
Swank and SOAR would pay for student admission to the movie in order to
1
cover co'sfs 'a'rid sii|lp'6"rt''S(jA. "Swank
sucks," Mendez said in frustration.
Wharton stressed patience and
respect for regulations. "People think
Swank is the bad guy. It's not." She
likened the movie showing laws to the
laws regarding the consumption of
alcohol: "Budweiser sells beer, but
you can 't drink it if you 're not 21,"
she said. Wharton felt it was not corporate greed that prevents students
from being allowed to show VHS
tapes and DVDs that they own, "It's
just the law."
Both Wharton and Director , of
Communications Stephen Collins
Stephen Collins
encouraged students to respect antiDirector of Communications
piracy laws. Dup licating copyrighted
DVDs can also land students a massive fine. "It is important for all of us and show a film publicly, you need to
at Colby, both individuals and college buy a public viewing license.
sponsored organizations , to abide by "Hollywood movie licenses can go up
copyright laws that protect intellectual to $430, while those for independent
properly," Collins said.
films sell for around $130," Wharton
Students can be fined for copyright said. She emphasized that this money
infringement without actuall y publicly
showing a film. If a student advertises
a planned showing any more publicly
than in an e-mail to a few friends , that
student is liable to be arrested and
fined. This includes posters, general
announcements , e-mails and anything
that can be read by a community of
more than live or six people. If the
showing is not advertised , but ends up
being public incidentall y, the rules are

It is important
for all of us at
Colby, both
individuals and
college sponsored organizations, to abide
by copyright
laws.

formula right."

As noted in FS1, Iliac has always
been an aspect of .student input iit the
Board of Trustees meetings. The
Student Government Association
president and vice president attend all
board meetings , where they give
report s. "This is a way of empowering
SGA and I think it's a reasonable and
» good way," Adams said.
Students also serve on trustee
committees. Trustees conduct senior
exit interviews , as wel l. Adams noted
that there is also always a lot of student interaction at social events the
Board attends.
Accordi ng to Adams, the addition
of this meeting is a response to student
expression s heard last spring of inter-

is not swallowed up into a black hole
somewhere, but that it goes to pay the
salaries of the artists, writers, engineers and others who worked to make
and distribute the movie,
There are ways Colby students can
avoid having to pay the high cost of
the public license. The first regards
using the film for . education. If "a
teacher is in attendance and the showing takes place in the ; classroom setting and the movie is used as an
essential part of the current curriculum
being taught," according to the language of the law, then no extra fee is
required to show the film.
Additionall y^one can ask SGA to pay
for the public license. This is good
both for the SGA and for individual
clubs: clubs avoid pay ing the hig h cost
of the license and the SGA can archive
public showing licenses for future use
by any Colby organization.
Wharton invited anyone who has
questions about these and other intellectual property laws to come to her.
"My job is to educate students on the
risks involved ," she said. "I welcome
anyone who wants to talk further
about it."

Please recycle this Echo

TRUSTEES: Meetingwithstudentsto lieheld
Continued From Page 1

less clear but a fine is still likely.
Wharton explained that the price
anyone pays for a single DVD or VHS
tape represents the cost for a single
private viewing license. To advertise

est to meet with trustees.
"Part of this effort is to demystify (he
Hoard , because I think they are mysterious to a lot of students ," Adams said.
According to Executive Assistant
to the President Sally Baker, as of
Tuesday, Oct. 12 six trustees are currently'scheduled to attend the meeting
with students, but more may possibly
go. The meeting is open to all trustees,
hut many have other committee- meetings that they must attend at the time,
Baker said. Seven students have
responded that they would like to
attend the meeting us of Oct. 12.
Baker hopes (hat (here will be ;m
equal number of students; and trustees.
Adams expressed a positive outlook about the meeting. "I' m always
pretty optimistic about student-trustee
interactions; they seem to be positive
and healthy."
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All's quiet on the Dead Sea: the
real roots of the war on terrorism

EDITORIAL

Student input importan t to
trustee decisions
With the Board of Trustees arriving at Colby in a little over a
week, students may be pondering who this Board actually is; to a
good number of students, they are simply an ominous body that
mysteriously makes decisions about our life at Colby. The effort
to make the Board more accessible to students is welcomed and
appreciated. At least a half dozen trustees will be meeting with
students at the start of their weekend on campus. Through a meeting designed specifically for direct trustee-student discussion,
students can express any concerns or offer any opinions on the
future of the College to those empowered with making the most
central decisions.
One of the underlying concerns that exists and has existed in past
years is the function of Cotter Union. Cotter currently serves little
purpose as a place to hang out and spend free time m the manner
that student unions do at most schools, but instead acts as strictly a
p lace where students go for scheduled events or to check their mail,
and then leave afterwards. Many other colleges have striking student unions and adding such a feature to Colby would not only
improve student life but also attract more students to the school.
• The feasibility studies recently done for the potential expansion of
Cotter certainly give the building a promising future. The conceptual
plans presented to Presidents' Council were met with a generally
enthusiastic reaction. Students may be so accustomed to not having a
true student union that they may not realize the benefits it could provide. It would be great to have a place that could have similar functions as the Street and the Spa do now, only all in.one place devoted
to students' time outside of the classroom.
. The trustees would do a great service to the student body by
agreeing to move forward on considering the expansion of Cotter.
It is an issue that has been talked about for years, yet now it
appears to be moving closer to reality. The Board of Trustees
should take this opportunity to improve campus life at Colby in a
substantial way.
In the Board's interactions with students, surely other issues
will be raised. We hope the Board will consider these viewpoints
and will strongly consider and support reasonable suggestions,
especially those relating to student life. The Board of Trustees
endorsement of security upgrades last year has enhanced campus
life and we hope this year 's meetings will result in further
improvements to life on Mayflower Hill.

leaders, media and citizenry were
really serious about winning the war
on terrorism they would he paying
considerably more attention to where
the nexus of Islam and the West most
hangs in the balance: Israel. Based on
the current state of the dialogue in
the presidential race or the ensuing
media coverage it would seem logiBy Matt Busch
cal to conclude that nothing much is
doing in Israel.
As President Bush and Candidate
the
IsraeliUnfortunately,
Kerry captivate the national con- Palestinian conflict is quite alive and
sciousness with their five part verbal quite well. Fighting embroils the Gaza
and visual ballet on Iraq, it is difficult strip on a daily basis, attack helito pay attention to much of anything copters swoop down
else. We are more than vaguely aware from above onto
that there is a presidential election busy streets, discos
going on and we are vaguely aware and pizza parlors
that there is something to do with ter- filled with teenagers
rorism going on. It is difficult not to are blown up,
with candidates who talk about terror- schoolchildren are
ism until they are blue in the face. I gunned down and
am ready to officially declare it a people continue to
buzzword—it has no meaning.
chose to blow themThis terrorism, from what I can tell, selves up over life.
Ariel
Sharon,
has a lot to do with Iraq and a little to
do with Afghanistan. One second John who no longer conKerry votes for invading Iraq, the next trols a majority in
second he's coined the term "mass the legislature, surdeception." George W. Bush is laud- vived two no-confiing the results of an inquiry into the dence votes on
Iraqi WMD question, ordered by him, Monday and had his
that disproves his entire pre-war Gaza withdrawal plan symbolically
rhetoric; the next second he's correct- voted down. Yasir Arafat, contrary to
ly pronouncing Kwasniewski. What? President Bush's prior proclamations
Does this hav e anything to do is still quite "relevant" and is, for all
intensive purposes, firmly entrenched
with "terrorism?"
Well, probably not, but they're not in the Palestinian leadership.
sure. One thing that is for sure, if our
Before President Clinton left office,

FORGOT MY MANTRA

We are more
than vaguely
aware that there
is a presidential
election going on
and we are
vaguely aware
that there is
something to do
with terrorism...
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The blue-collar lifestyle
and what it can teach us
rent, food, bar tab, and child supportmany don't pay honest-to-God alimoCONTRIBUTING WRITER
ny because they never get as far as
Before I begin: Let me avoid intro- marriage. There is no legal drinking
ducing myself, yet at the same time age, no smoking law, and no such
give you a worthy image of the envi- thing as an "African-American". The
ronment I come from. Start with the corrosive forces of the culture are
wide-angle—I am from Maine. My strong enough to wash away in most
home town is a one-stoplight affair children the prospects of 'success', as
just west of Augusta, with eighteen the middle-class knows the word, and
hundred people in the height of sum- they tend to wear their bodies down to
mer. I was raised on a small, working a certain standard of mediocrity. That
(i.e. unprofitable) sheep farm, of is absolutely not to say that blue-collar
which my father is the overseer and I people are unintelligent, not at all; culthe sole employee. Other than school ture can never destroy intelligence,
and Scout camp, my only long-term but it can certainly clamp it to the
diversion from the work of home was floor with ignorance. The result tends
a summer job at a concrete company to be a relatively polarized set of
in Farmingdale. I found that job tastes—an almost addictive partiality
because I wanted to work hard, make to various shades of wildness, and a
money, and spend a good breadth of sort of half-resentful apathy toward
time with the people I understand the everything remotely related to educatbest. You know them—the thick peo- ed middle-classness.
Then, around the age of thirty-five,
ple with washed-out hair, the 'nards'.
The problem with making a case to something strange happens to the (litdefend the integrity of Maine 's erally) run-of-the-mill working
accented class lies in the fact that most Mainer. Some force, ostensibly the
of the stereotypes which represent weight of debt, family, or time, eventhem tend to be pretty accurate . Your tually nudges him or her into a slightaverage construction worker works a ly different mindset. He stops
fifty-five hour week to pay for his smoking dope, saves enough money
to pay off his car, and no longer goes
out to get blasted two or three nights a
¦__-___-___ l_M_U-LI_-----------Ci week. He'll stop to make space for
SAVE $100 PER ROOM you to merge at that annoying interClip & Send or Use Code: PRMMG Online
Onnoi b< combtntd with •nyolhtr offt r,(10Q off b««dortqu»d
section on Western Avenue in
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the two parties were close to forging a
legitimate peace for both sides. Arafat,
to maintain face, had to bluster and
stall over the issue of right of return, a
concession that would basically
amount to the Palestinians reproducing the Israeli state out of existence,
and the momentum stalled. Yet, as
President Clinton wrote to the
President-elect in the symbolic Oval
Office letter, peace was impending
and he was confident that Bush would
pursue the issue with vigor and help
fashion the long awaited peace.
President Bush has done nothing
that has constructively contributed to
peace and as a result
the two parties are
further apart than
anytime in recent
memory. He has
refused to receive
Yasir Arafat (contrasted with President
Clinton who spent
more timewith Arafat
than any foreign
leader), given Sharon
free reign and frequently contradicted
his administration's,
position on the issue.
I can remember ruing the day Sharon
solidified his power and paraded on
the Temple Mount. At that moment, I
thought, thinking fondly of Rabin, that
Sharon was the hard-liner. Now, if the

By CANAAN MORSE

vator saves him an hour and a half, t's
the echo of the puritan ethic, what
some used to call 'country courtesy',
that one eventually hears in his speech
and actions; his faith in common sense
and responsibility reflect a heavy yet
silent set of morals which help him
and his kin to live sufficiently well in
a world where the means are never
quite enough.
Now, I don 't wonder why the comfortable classes avoided this morality
as completely as they have. Intellect
and wealth have put a good few inches
of culture between their feet and the
ground. And while it's true that their
children are usually restrained from
pursuing vice as their blue-collar peers
do, they are also spared from the
lessons that vice and disadvantage can
teach them. They buy expensive clothing, equipment, you name it, with
money they don't worry about spending because it isn't cmcial to pay a
landlord . The parents who supplement
this lifestyle arc often just as noticeable
in terms of behavior—it's commonly
dad's lead foot that the son imitates.
I generalize, I know, but the fact
stands apart: the culture exclusively
represented by the College is woven
by people who may never be forced to
grow up. They—and I mean the middle class in general-have avoided a set
of real and useful values by isolating
themselves, values which 1 guarantee
can be found five miles from campus
in any direction.

"We know it s small,
but we love it "

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

In the past several weeks in this
space, T have made reference to The
Central Maine Morning Sentinel, the
newspaper that covers our part of the
world in their sometimes strange way.
"Strange" to me—ultra-sophisticated
reader of The New York Times, The
New Republic and addict of National
Public Radio. Safely to the Left, but
not too far. I read Time for laughs, and
U.S. News and World Report annually
to find out whether Colby is 18th or
1.9th. in the yearly "Rankings."
I'll bet that some of you get the St.
Paul Pioneer-Press (MN) or the
Lawrence Daily Journal-World (K.S)
sent by your parents who'want you to
keep up with your high school classmates like Willie ("Hit Janie, Willie,
She's a Tattle-tale") Kefelleskie, most
recently sentenced for taking money
for killing lapdogs. Small town that it
is, you know Willie, who unscrewed
the head of your cousin 's purebred
Schnauzer. And you ? re glad he's off
the streets for six months.
But I want to write about the
Sentinel, a newspaper which has
become my habit of late, though I've
read it for years; you can learn a lot
about a town by reading its newspaper, particularly its Sunday edition.
The Sentinel' s front page is unexceptional with large pieces devoted to a
controversial tax plan for Maine (I'll
vote against it) and the controversial
elections in Afghanistan (Pres . Bush
believes the Afghans are reall y like
the Swiss, only with submachine
guns.)
.' But it's really inside that the fun
starts. Featured in the "Life" section
is a recipe for 'Energy Soup'—watermelon, dried seaweed, flax., figs,
prunes and homemade sauerkraut,
Excuse me, but we're talking laxative
here, energy spent sprinting to the
downstairs toilet in Miller.
This recipe is right after a feature
on prune plums, another laxative
known only to readers of the
Sentinel as a fruity conglomerate of
"natural food."
The Sentinel's Bridal Section cannot quite keep up with the pedigrees
that grace the Society pages of The
New York Times, but it loves 50th
wedding anniversaries. Featured this
Sunday were the Libbys, who not
only have each other, but four children , nine grandchildren , and two
great grandchildren . He was a paperhanger, and she is an aide at Mt. Saint
Joseph's Nursing Home in Waterville.
A solid Catholic Waterville couple.
Who gets very angry at the
Sentinel's resident liberal—especially anti-Catholic liberal—who
this week washed his hands (for the
700th time) of the Church for disallowing the First Communion of a N.
J. girl who is the victim of Celiac
disease and therefore denied wheat.
Catholic Canon ' 924 requires the
Communion to be "wheat , alone."
No First Communion for little
Continued on Page 5

Students on the Street
How will you celebrate when your team wins the ALCS?

"Flying home to St, Louis and I'm flying in, his
luggage."
—Joshua Kohl i '05 'and Mattiynes W

"Ilu^ aro^

make , , , . ! "Go strpaking."
¦¦

~~ MikeTells '08

¦

'Tim a Yankees fan, so I'll call people back
home." '' '

—Laura Smith '08

Colby:what would
Freudsay here?

BUSCH: Remembering
that other 7place
Continued From Page 4
United States doesn't show leadership, Sharon's government will flounder to death and the real hard-liners
will fill the vacuum. Clearly, the crisis
is in danger of metastasizing into
<
something far worse.
This is because, as both candidates
fail to acknowledge, no one can propose
to win the war on terror without going
through Israel first and foremost. The
United States cannot, hope to "win" the
war on terror without addressing the
root of the problem: Israel. To understand the basest sense of lost dignity
that fuels Islamic humiliation and the
seeds of terrorism, one must understand
the israeli-Palestinian conflict. One
must understand the dynamics of, as
Thomas Friedman eloquently points
out, the Arab street of which Mr.Arafat
is king. One must understand how captive the Arab street is to the daily inundation of images from Al-Jazeefa of
Palestinians being gunned down by
tanks, or blown up by cruise missiles or
rendered homeless by bulldozers. There
is no fair and balanced perspective;
these images breed a hatred for the
United States vis a vis Israel that kindles
the flames of Islamic terrorism.
The Israelis are not wrong, but
neither are the Palestinians. The
United States needs to exercise its
as
supreme
position
strongman/statesman and forcibl y
bring Israel and Palestine to the
table. Granted, we won't be dealing
with the most savory characters—I
wouldn't relish having to spend quality time with the likes of Mr. Sharon
or Mr. Arafat—but it is essentially to
our security and to winning the war
on terror. So , Mr. Kerry, Mr. Bush,
give us less double speak on Iraq and
more straight realism on Israel. Your
war on terror depends on it.

WW: Newspaper
in thisnewspaper
Continued From Page 4
Haley, even th ough appeals to the
Vatican have been made again and
again to no avail
The Sentinel explained a local electrical failure and cluck-clucked over
embezzlement of money by a guy
who ran the AIDS organization in the
area. It also ran a story about a campaign to goad Washington into stopping touting di gital TV and start
encouraging healthful exercise (a
project only slightly more probable
than barring Natty Light in
Waterville). "Annie 's Mailbox "
advises its readers to "make peace
with your son"—a kid who has run
off with his little sister's 34-year-old
baby sitter. Sure, Annie, like making
peace in the Samarra.
The "Premier Crossword"s ill
Across is "Light Planes"—"Cessnas."
Some odd ball is predictinguie winter
to be milder because of the the
increased size of the red-band segments on the woolly bear caterpillar.
Jenny Boy lan has a funny essay about
the two-headed Mrs. Vespucci and
Biology 's Herb Wilson is all a-bubble
about eBirds; Herb knows more about
birds than Jenny docs heads, but, hey,
Wilson doesn 't write humor columns.
And Bangor 's own Stephen King
leads The Publisher s' Weekly hardcover best seller , list with "The Dark
Tower VII: The Dark Tower." Who 'd
have suspected Stephen would have
to come up with that subtitle?
And , finally, the favorite of my colleagues, David Mills , who phones me
on Sunday mornings to report the latest hilarious speed bumps of a sweet
little old lady named Cay Gallant , in
her column , "Days Gone By." Cay is
wont to gel all teary about the Deviiua
Mudge School of Dance (I josh not a1
all) in Augusta in the 1940s.
Following is one of Cay's factfilled paragraphs: "Debby I<>./.y,who
just moved back to the area , was surprised to read in a recent column that
the Margaret Smith Store in Randolph
had closed. In the email (Cay uses
email?), she said she would have
enjoyed returning to the store once
more." I'm surprised that Cay and
Debby can't fi gure out that if they had
gone to Smith's more often , the store
might still be open.
Finall y, if you 've got a pair ol
Buster Brown socks, with label and
original box , 1910, you're $300 richer. Write Cay to sec if see if maybe
she has a spare pair.

By KEAJNENG

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The week before I arrived at Colby,
I had a terrifying dream. I was sitting
in front of the library, smoking a cigarette (because in my dreams, I get the
coolness of smoking without all the
cancer), quietly reading a book and
petting a v&ry cute cat, which had
somehow become my lifelong companion. Suddenly however, my serene
activities were disturbed by what
seemed to be a loud and obnoxious
noise emanating from behind me. I
turned around to see a mob of shirtless
white males chanting
something
together in a language I couldn't
understand
that
scared me. The cat
disappeared . The
book fell out of my
hands. The cigarette
dropped to my feet.
This angry herd then
charged at me.
That was when I
woke up, and found,
to my relief, that I
was still in my room,
still in San Francisco.
I checked under my
sheets and then
——
began to ponder this
dream. What did this mean? Up until
this point, I'd been looking forward
with reckless excitement to going to
college, but now it seemed like I
couldn't stop being afraid. The big
question was, of course, what would it
be like? Would the people be nice?

Doorway tO Norway by Keane Ng

Would people laugh at me if I wore
my purple socks? Was their coffee any
good? Would they let me buy a cat or
smoke cigarettes?
What I found when I arrived here, I
realized that I had made a gigantic
mistake. I hadn't visited the campus
before that very first day here—some
mix Of idiocy, bravery and cheapness
on my part. I figured that I'd take
everyone's word and believe that it'd
be gorgeous so all I had to do was be
hella cool and just stroll in and rock
the socks off of Colby College.
Second only to . the time that I
bought a George Foreman Grill, this
-— . '
; NOTE:THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS COMIC STRIP ARE THOSE OF THE OPINIONS EDITOR AND ARE NOT NECESSARILY SHARED BY THE ECHO,
was probably the most idiotic thing
that I had ever done.
I was stupid to think meant to me. Absolutely nothing. I ing-—there's just something in the voice empathic— you just get so caught up
that I could predict looked at a couple passing by and won- of a New Englander that seems to res- in your own situation that there's no
everything before- dered what they were doing. I didn't onate in a wholly different scale then the time to see that everyone is just as
hand, that I could know.I had absolutely nothing to say. one I'm used to hearing. I hear the same bewildered. Or, I might just be an
formulate everyThe next few days would only prove language, the same words (mostly), but egotist. So shoot me.
thing, even down to similar. The whole "COOT thing" was it all just seems different. There's nothIt's funny how we run into the perthe
architecture, the second of the aforementioned beat- ing palpable or tangible aoout this sen- fect songs at the perfect times in our
from a couple of ings I received. This time, however, it sation—for me, it'sjust there.
lives. One*_ay I was mulling over how
¦
mental
images . wasn't simply the sensation of being in
Sadly, my reaction was somewhat alienated I am when I came across a
Moving from think- an alien place, but coming face-to-face negative—I simply told myself that song by The Smiths called "These
ing about something with an alien culture. There were a this New England culture was obvi- Things Take Time." In all truth, the
to actually facing it couple of incidents when an acoustic ously inferior to my own (I still hold song has absolutely no application to
was an experience guitar was pulled out for the entertain- that Dave Matthews is a pot-bellied, my life, it's all in the title; It is true,
only akin to being ment of all. Requests were taken. I lis- pot-smoking hack)—an act of self- isn't it? These things do take time,
smacked in the face tened to them with my jaw on the floor. defense, if anything.
Colby College. 1 don't hate you. I
Admittedly this is.not the experi- never did. You just scared rne for a
20 times by a sock Dave Matthews? People like Dave
full of quarters. In Matthews? There had to be irony in ence for just myself but, to some while. In fact, I'm starting to like you.
other words, it was this. I paid scientific attention to every degree, of every freshman on this A lot. And one day, I will walk down
swift,
shocking, word spoken, every lyric sung. My campus, every person who has ever your paths with a cute little kitty by
painful, completely disorienting and Irony Meter did not go off. It's not lame gone from a familiar place to a new my side, a cigarette (nicotine-free) in
by the end of it I could barely stand up. to like Dave Matthews? What the hell? one. I just happen to feel like the expe- my mouth, and a book in my hand and
That incident is exemplary of the cul- rience is amplified in my own case, I will sit down in front of Miller, turn
Late that night, the night before
COOT, I took another aimless stroll tural rug that has been pulled from not only because I come from such a around with a smile and say, "Yes,
around campus—I sat down on a bench beneath my feet. Culture, I think, is riot wholly different environment, hut Colby College. Yes, it is true. You are
in front of Miller and wondered what just a system of beliefs or values, it is an moreover because it's happening to the one for me."
the hell this building was and what it unconscious way of thinking and act- me. In this situation, it's hard to be

There had to be
irony in this. I
paid scientific
attention to
every word spoken, every lyric
sung. My Irony
Meter did not go
off . It 's not lame
to like Dave
Matthews?

George^^flacj e^sf ia
mu 1tieulturalist , too
By CHRISTOPHER JOHNSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

At his 1963 inauguration as
Governor of Alabama, George C.
Wallace stood at the state capital and
shouted those famous words,
"Segregation now! Segregation
tomorrow! Segregation forever!"
GovernQr Wallace was truly a reactionary, as out of place in the 1960s as
any other God-fearing straight lacer.
He was known to complain about men
with long hair, women wearing short
skirts and "pointy headed college 'professors who can 't even park a bicycle
straight," So what, then, might this
champion of segregation have in common with those supporting the doctrine of "multiculturalism?" A great
deal more than one might think.
Like inulticulturalists , Wallace was
greatly concerned with defining himself. While he was no doubt proud to
be an American , he was more proud to
be a Southerner—highlighted by the
fact thai he often hung a Rebel Flag
behind him when giving speeches.
And what legacy did the generations
believing in this inverted hierarchy of
identity, Wallace included , leave
behind? Nothing short of Jinn Crow,
lynch mobs , disenfranchisement ,
racism and a divisiveness that is a permanent stain on The Republic.
Not to say that progress has not
been made, because it has, but due to
the myriad of micro-identities that
exist today (one can chose from over
100 ways of h yphenating one's self on
the national census), progress has
been harder to come by. In theory, the
13th and 14th Amendments should
have cleared things up almost 150
years ago when equal protection for
all citizens under the law waa spelled
out in no uncertain terms. But , as the
years following the ratification of
those Amendments showed , social
change cannot be legislated. The single best explanation for the progress
that lias been made over the last halfccnltiry is the erosion of the microidentity and the nationalization of
race-Identity issues. When President
Eisenhower sent troops into Arkansas
to mandate the integration of the Little
Rock public schools he did not do so
because African-Americans were having their rights violated. He did so
bccmise Americans were having their

rights violated. He said that an attack
on one American—regardless of
where they came from and how they
got to the United States—is an attack
on all Americans.
Multiculturalism is based on the
principle of the micro-identity, which
breaks society down into groups based
on race, religion or ethnicity, and, in
doing so, makes cohesion more difficult. One multiculturalist group has
famously made its slogan, "For those in
the race, everything. For those outside
the race, nothing." Some of die significant intellectuals within the multicultural movement have gone so far as to
advocate against mixed-race marriage
as a way to preserve cultural purity.
It is ironic, perhaps, that so much
multicultural rhetoric echoes the
words of George Wallace, but it is also
an unavoidable fact.
For many multicul- ,
turalists , the problem with "separate
but equal" is not, as
it should be, that separate is inherentl y
unequal , but rather
that the separate
entities—schools ,
water
fountains ,
restaurants, seats on
the bus, etc.—are not
always equal.
In a 1974 interview with
The
Washington
Post
about , among other things , his famous
statement , Wallace recanted and was
q uoted saying, "I should never have
said it , because it wasn't true,I saw
then that a house divided could not
stand." Multiculturalism is a Hawed
philosophy because in seeking to create harmony between many different
and, in some cases, opposed identities ,
it onl y makes the situation more
disharmonious. It attempts to unite via
partition and is therefore hopeless and
hypocritical . The onl y way to achieve
truly universal goals is to achieve a
universa l identity.
truly
For
fiisenhower , that meant impressing
upon Americans that they were
Americans first. At Colby, that means
impressing upon residents of the campus that they are Colby students first.
When a student at Colby is attacked ,
in whatever form, it should not be
construed as an attack aguinst homosexuals, blacks or Jews, but rather ns

an attack against all Colby students.
When, and only when, this ideal of a
macro-identity is fully embraced can
real progress be made.
In this spirit, I would urge both
members of the student body and
members of the administration to
rethink their almost reflexive allegiance to the idea of "multiculturalism," We have spent countless dollars
on the idea, creating an administrative
department to promote the idea,
financing student groups defined only
by their devotion to the idea and hosting conferences and discussions about
the ostensible merits of the idea. Yet,
and I am hardly alone in thinking this,
and I do not count myself as someone
opposed to social progress and harmony, nor as a "racist," it seems to me that
every dollar spent in this way only
makes the barrier
hi gher and more difficult to overcome.
One of the most
memorable statements of the "Civil
Rights Era" was Dr.
King 's remark that
he hoped his children would be
jud ged not by the
color of their skin
but by the content of
their character.
Here is arguably
the greatest civil
rights leader in the
history of our nation, a man who gave
his life for the cause of equality,
explicitly denouncing the politics of
group-identity in favor of the tenets
of individualism,
We should be working to build a
seamless society that docs not tolerate
division along superficial lines. Over
the summer, there was a new administrative hire within the Multicultural
Affairs Department whose primary
responsibility, in the words of Dean
Knssman , is "working with people of
color ," Good grief! At least we finally
have an admiss ion that there is nothing
"cultural" about multiculturalism here
at Colby. And if it really is about
something so crude ns the color of
one's skin, isn 't it something we can
do without? Aren 't we better off by
treating people as individuals rather
than us racial caricatures? Colby
should heed Dr. King 's advice and
abandon multkiilturalisrn entirely.

It is ironic, perhaps that so
much multicultural rhetoric
echoes the
words of George
Wallace, but it is
also an unavoidable fact.

Former Governor Angus King
endorses Kerry: why it matters
By MERLE EISENBERG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

So you still think that George W.
Bush stands for you? You think he
supports the middle class? Or maybe
you even think that he is a common
man, one of the 'little people?'
I think it's time that you recognize
what Bush really stands for. I know
you don't want to listen to all the partisan rhetoric that is being spewed
from both camps. It's all a bunch of
lies, Republican or Democratic mudslinging—it's all the same.
On whose view should you really
depend? How about a self-avowed
independent? A man who was governor of a state split evenly between
Republicans and Democrats. I'm talking about Angus King, the independent governor of Maine from 1995 to
2003. Former governor King was
elected governor the same year as
Bush (1994). And King voted for him
in 2000.
Just recently, King wrote a letter
endorsing John Kerry for president.
Perhaps if you do not listen to the
partisans on the left and on the right
you will listen to someone in the
middle , who has voted for an equal
number
of
Democrats
and
Republicans in his career.
Tricking almost 50 percent of the
American population into believing
that Bush stands for them is one of the
greatest accomplishments of Karl
Rove and the Republican Party. King
has it ri ght when he says, "This
Administration has pursued a narrowly partisan and ideological agenda that
has divided our nation as never before
in my lifetime."
King 's largest problem with the
current administration is its promise
of help for those in the middle and the

^j-r,
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bottom and its decision not to keep it.
Instead the president has simply
pushed through "massive tax cuts primarily benefiting the wealthy," stated
King. Economist Paul Krugman
summed up the Bush tax policies best;
he couldn't find one instance in the
history of the world in which taxes
were cut during a time of war.
Angus King makes it clear. The
question is quite simple: how can you
vote for a president that doesn't represent your economic interests? I was in
Lewiston this past weekend and drove
by
dilapidated
houses
with
"
Bush/Cheney '04 signS placed neatly
on their forlorn lawns. I ask myself
and I ask those people who are not
benefiting from the tax cuts (those not
in the top one percent), why do you
believe that Bush stands for you or
even cares about you?
Angus King and I are in agreement
on this. In his letter he says Bush has
"consistently put the special interests
of large corporations, utilities and the
very wealthy ahead of ordinary
Americans." King is asking a simple
question as well: how can you support
someone who neglects you?
On foreign issues, King also supports John Kerry.
He strong ly
believes, as many Americans now do,
that Bush has "alienated our friends,
strengthened our enemies and made
Americans less safe."
King had hi gh hopes for the Bush
administration. He really believed that
Bush could succeed and unite the
country both before and after
September 11. Instead , Bush has
ostracized the United States and
destroyed what unity the country had.
Unless you are in the tiny fraction
of the population that actuall y benefits
from tax cuts and the favoritism of the
administration , you have to ask yourself: what is Bush doing for you?
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this week
THURSDAY, OCT. 14
• SOAR dinner discussion
6 p.rii.
_T
Foss private dining room
•¦ SGA Films: Spiderman 2
8 p.m.
¦
Arey 5
j-

FRIDAY, OCT. 15
• International Coffee Hour
4:30-6 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• SGA Films
7 p.m., 9 p.m.
. Arey 5

SATURDAY, OCT. 16
•\ SGA Films .
7 p.m., 9 p.m.
Arey 5 ,

Indiegrrls trio bring lriusic^ humor to Coffeehouse
By ANNA GILLESPIE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Mary Low Coffeehouse welcomed returning performers on Friday
night, the Indiegrrls , a group of three
solo artists, Lynn Deeves, Trina
Hamlin arid Colleen Sexton, touring
together. The concert began with Lynn
Deeves singing a delightfully witty
song about old age, gink go biloba,
blindness and Depends. The song was
a huge hit with the audience. The
atmosphere was very laid back with
the performers joking with the audience, Hamlin walking around in bare
feel and songs that encouraged audience participation.
The. three artists' style differed
greatly. While Deeves sang more
humorous songs with a style and a

voice resembling The Fallen Angel
Choir, Hamlin sang serious songs with
a powerful voice reminiscent of Tracy
Chapman. Sexton had a sweeter voice
and a song style slightly suggestive of
Ella Fitzgerald; she used scat in nearly all of her songs. Before beginning
the concert Deeves introduced their
group by saying to the audience,
"there is something here for everyone." And truly there was.
All of the songs were performed
with the guitar. Harmonica, tambourine and : percussion accompanied
some songs and one song even incorporated the kazoo. The wide range of
instruments provided an amazingly
diverse set.
Though the music was impressive,
the singeTS created the atmosphere.
While some songs were more serious,
the lighter songs gained smiles and

The last song was a call
and , response performed
by Colleen Sexton. While
she sang on stage, the students sang and danced in
the audience.
When asked about
his though t on the performance, Justin Hayes
'06 rep lied , "the whole
band has a Melissa
Ethridge vibe. "
As people trailed out
of the coffee house, the
only comments heard
were those of appreciation. Indiegrrls
was a
huge hit amongst the
Colby students in attendance. It is no wonder
they returned for another
performance this year.

LISA ANDRACHE/THE COLBY ECHO

An Indiegrrl rocks the mic at Mary Low.

35th Parallel amazes audiencewith great world music

SUNDAY. OCT. 17
•

laughs from not only the audience, but
also the women on stage. While
Deeves was singing her aptly-named
"Country Song," she let out a laugh
while she sang the lines, "It may be a
personal phase they're going through/
I think it's great as long as it's not
bothering me or you." By reversing
the prejudice of sexual orientation
toward straight men and women,
Deeves provided a witty song and a
political commentary. The crowd
loved it. "It's comedy and music all in
one show," Victoria Yuan '07 commented.
The final round of songs was all
cover songs. When they sang
"Midni ght Train To Georgia," all three
performers stood up to participate.
They laughed and shouted and messed
up their lines at times, but the whole
time the audience appeared to enjoy it.

The
Bridge
Brunch
Discussion
12 p.m.
Foss Private Dining Hall

By SUSAN FRANCIS
STAFF WRITER

I had the distinct pleasure of watching and listening to an instrumental
duo, 35th Parallel on Oct.
7. The gentleman pair of
Gabe Halberg on percussion and Mac Ritchey on
strings presented the audience with a fantastic performance of world music.
As the audience of about
20 waited impatiently for
the music to begin, we were
treated to an unexpected
show of tuning; I had no

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 20
• Queer Tea
4 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• Folk Night
7 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse

idea that drums needed tuning at all, let off as he and partner Ritchey began
alone the meticulous attention that their first song of the evening.
Halberg showed them.Not only had he . "Whoa ," my friend gasped beside
brought a special hammer with which me; her simple astonishment said it
to tune his several drums —labia—- he all. they certainly were amazing, both
also took care to cover each drum with Ritchey's unusual and talented string
a special fabric cloak when they were portion—primarily on the oud—and
not in use. The care he took of his Halberg's percussion technique. By
instruments—-and the time he'd clearly
Continued on Page 7
devoted to practicing on them—-paid

"Gull " prompts thought

thinking about it," observed David
Chen '06.
The costumes, too, were far from
NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO
Stark
images,
monochromatic
coselaborate.
Everyone was clothed in
The 35th Parallel brought an array of exotic instruments to their Coffeehouse show.
Hene's What's PlayingFriday,
tumes and unison movements (includ- simple, monochromatic clothing. This
Oct 15 throughThursday, Oct 21
ing a slightly puzzling, although made it easy for the audience to focus
ultimately appropriate, dance number on the words and actions of the playto -N Sync's "Bye Bye Bye") com- ers, while highlighting the idea that
SHALL WE DANCE?
(PG-13) 4:50, 7:10, 9:15
bined on Runnals' Strider Theatre last life is, too often, monochromatic.
Also Sat/Sun 12:30, 2:40
about
broken
weekend in conjunction with the
The play was also innovative in
By JOSH HANDELMAN and
week's
Chekov
festival.
The
thoughtthat
the characters rarely faced each
relationships
and
ALLYSON RUDOLPH
TEAM AMERICA:
CONTRIBUTING WRITER AND A & E
even a Stevie
provoking production of "Gull," an other to speak; most lines were spoWORLD POLICE
EDITOR
•
Wonder cover.
adaptation of Russian playwright ken directly into the audience. This
(R) 5:00, T.00, 9:00
Also Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:00
Anton Chekov's "The Seagull," creat- was a bit jarring at first, but t here was
The band was
ed and performed by New York City's "a lot of tension created. It showed
The Argument played to an enthusi- outstanding in
GOING LIPRTVER:THE
astic, yet small, crowd on Saturday support
of
"Light Box" theatre company was a how disconnected they were, "
LONG WAR OF JOHN
night in Page Commons, delighting M o n t b l e a u ' s
unique interpretive piece that proba- explained Justin Hayes '06. The adapKERRY
the
audience
with
their
alt-pop
tunes.
superior
voca
l
bly would have fallen flat if not for tation intended to focus on the person(PG-13) Nightly at 5:30, 9:30
Also Sat at 1:15
The Ryan Montbleau Band opened and guitar skills,
excellent acting and professionalism.
alities and deficiencies of each
The play is an intellectual adapta- character. The forward-facing presenfor The Argument. The band traveled using keyboards,
WHAT THE BLEEP DO
from Boston to Waterville to put on a drums ,
an
tion of Chekov 's work. The entire tation made it easy to accent the charWE KNOW!?
's
company collaborated to create the acters '
inability
to
interact
show
as
good
as
any
that
been
here
upright
bass
7:20 Except NO show on Wed!
ULY MACARTNEY/THE COLBY ECHO
so far this year. While the event was a (which always The Argument s keyboard-powered alt-pop fdled Page,
meaningfully with
piece and the result is
Also Sat/Sun 3:15
a very minimalist ,
each other.
bit underattended, the people that were makes
everySTONE READER
"My
favorite
there were certainly in for a special thing better), a saxophone and a viola. students noted that during one of the
symbolic portrayal of
(PG-13) One Show Only !Sunday at
Chekov 's tale of
thing was the use
treat . With a mix of Dave Matthews
The Argument, an alt-pop band rare slow, serious songs that they felt
Noon!
fame, desire, death
of movement to
Band-like musical talent and vocals from Morgantown, West Virginia who they should be dancing with their hidand desperate love.
express emotion ,"
that have been compared to Stevie has who has played with Maincr den crush awkward ly, at arms length,
MOTHERHOOD BY
CHOICE, NOT
with no eye contact. Russell's glittery
In the piece a young
Justine Ludwig '08
Wonder, Montbleau left the small Howie Day, OK Go, and Fountains ot
CHANCE
red
drum
set
only
added
to
this
notion:
playwri
ght
said. The conservacrowd feeling good and wanting more. Wayne then came on. Although the
aspiring
One Show Only!
must deal with his
tion of movement
Using a combination of blues, jazz setting was too large to be intimate, it would have fit beautifully into a
Wednesdayat 7:00
mother 's relationship
is characteristic of
and rock influences , his songs com- the small crowd made it easy to feel prom-theme dance.
Although there were only about 20
with a famous writer.
a Light Box probined fun tunes telling about his pre- like you were getting to know the
there
were
no
Making
matters
duction;
they
vious life as a substitute teacher, songs band. In fact, at one point the drum- people in the audience,
bored faces. The music may not have
worse, the love of his
describe
themmer, Chris Russell , took a break
life becomes enamselves as "a theatre
between songs to point out some ol been sophisticated , but it was certainly fun. The concert was a little like
ored with this writer when he makes her company that presents physicall y
the m ore uni que dance moves he
the subject of a short story, and she hei ghtened, ensemble-driven produccotton cand y—not substantial but
noticed audience members coming up
leaves the countryside to become his tions. " The restraint is also hard to
with. The lead singer and keyboardist , very entertaining. It 's only sad that
more people weren 't around to share
mistress and an actress in the city.
swallow at first—it is far from typ ical
Scott Simons, was also able to speak
fun
the
saccharin-y
.
With
a
few
more
The
set
was
simple:
a
tape
box
on
audience
to sec actors presenting monologues
very candidl y with the
dance moves we might have had the
the stage floor. Actors outside the box in one place with few gestures. It did
between sets ,
moved in slow motion, creating a make the characters seem very emoThe band's music had a definite drummer truly impressed.
PN> THAI 5 STflzS )
"division between the peop le in the tionally tormented and isolated.
middle school-dancc/proiTi feel. Some
y
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from the audience, and with a little
elfort made for rich theatre,
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A & E EDITOR

The Argument's alt-pop had students smiling

Gull was a very
unique interpretive piece that
probably would
have fallen flat if
not for excellent
acting.
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Humor ref reshing in "^

characters
of
"Garden State"
STAFF WRITER
find , the real
world too intimiRating: 4.0 (out of 5)
dating and avoid
it completely. At
"Garden State," the directorial and one point, Mark
screenwriting debut of Zach Braff, is tells Large, "I'm
the sort of film that is harder to digest okay with being
than it is to swallow. Although it pro- unimpressive. I
vides many laughs, the angst and dark sleep better."
tone behind the humor are no laugh- F u r t h e r m o r e ,
both Large and Portman and Braff
ing matter.
Braff plays Andrew Largeman, or Mark use forms
"Large"-as his friends call him, who of medication to wash away their parh
has become something of an automa- —Large uses Prozac, while Mark uses
ton. He consumes a lot of Prozac and marijuana. This is perhaps the most
is numb to the world around him, try- important question posed by "Garden
ing to shut out a tragedy in his life that State:" can we really medicate our
took place years ago. However, when problems away? At a time when many
his mother dies, Large returns back to Americans are joining the "Prozac
his home in New Jersey to attend the Bandwagon," this question seems
funeral with his father Gideon (Ian quite relevant.
Since the film focuses on the tenets
Holm). He also decides to stop taking
his medication. Along the way, he re- of existentialism, much of its humor is
unites with an old friend Mark (Peter drawn from the absurd. Large 's numbSarsgaard) and also meets a new ness to reality while on Prozac is
friend, Sam (Natalie Portman). amusing; in one scene, he anives at
Together, they set out to find a sense work to find a gas pump nozzle stuck
of purpose in their lives that they've in the fuel tank of his car. Even the
funeral for Large's mother is amusing,
never felt before.
It's all too easy to compare primarily because of his aunt's terrible
"Garden State" to numerous other cover of "Three Times A Lady." The
films dealing with existentialism, acting is another highlight. Braff does
including "The Graduate" and f'Lost a competent job playing Large, but it
In translation," and the inclusion of is Portman and Sarsgaard that deliver
Simon and Garfunkel's "The Only the movie. Although Sam's quirkiness
Living Boy In New York" on trie and Mark's sarcasm can seem annoyfilm 's soundtrack makes these com- ing at times, their flaws make them
parisons seem ail the more relevant. more interesting characters and their
However, while the protagonists of loyalty to Large makes them likable.
those films are consciously trying to They 're friends that anyone would be
find purpose in the real world, the lucky to have and the chemistry

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS

Richard Sewell

By MATTTHOMAS

Julie Wilson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER :

PHOTO COURTESY OFWWW.HOVIES.YAHOO.COM

look perplexed in "Garden State."

between them is remarkable.
Where "Garden State'* fails is with
its ending. It is frustrating that the film
does such a good job of portraying its
characters' personal conflicts and then
slaps on a "feel-good" ending to
resolve these conflicts. When Large,
Sam and Mark stand on the edge of a
large canyon and shout into it (seen on
the film's poster), the metaphor is all
too obvious and heavy-handed in the
context of the scene. And Large's final
scene with his father seems forced and
is poorly written. How Braff could
have written such a great screenplay
and then concluded that this ending
would suffice is beyond me, but the
result is very, disappointing.
Overall, "Garden State" is an excellent, though hardly innovative, take
on the "growing pains" sub-genre. It
is far from perfect, but the combination : of Braff's screenplay and the
excellent cast creates a surprisingly
refreshing film that is guaranteed to
please everyone—except perhaps,
lithium-prescribing psychiatrists.

35TH PARALLEL: World musicsoundsfill Marylow Coffeehouse
Continued From Page 6
sliding the heel of his hand across the
drum, he managed to produce a sound
on the tabla similar in style to that of
a sliding trombone, as the drum
sounded one note that almost magically morphed into another.
The group performs music that they
refer to as "Meditterasian," a blend of
traditions and their own inspirations.
Halberg focused his studies on Indian
music and Ritchey on Middle Eastern
music. The two combine their different styles to create something truly
unique. Their pieces vary widely in
rhythm and style—one piece had
Turkish origins and had an interesting
Thythmic cycle; another had
Armenian roots and incorporated a set
of bells that Halberg looped around

Green Vine."
Having performed the night before
at Bates College, the two made a pointof reading a note that the Bates audience had requested they bring here to
Colby—a Challenge for this (now
past) Sunday's rugby game. The audience was pleased to hear that they
deemed the.Mary Low Coffeehouse a
much superior venue to the one that
Bates had provided them and that they
found us as an audience attentive and
pleasant, with good energy.
The two easily won the hearts of
the audience with their music and
his ankle to chime to the rhythm.
Ritchey grinned as he looked out at genial performing style .It is no wonthe onlookers in front of him, and der this year 's audience was approxithanked us all for coming to watch. mately triple that of last year 's. The
He was pleased, he commented, to group is quickly gaining prestige, and
have such a large group to celebrate there can be no doubt as to why; as the
the anniversary of last year 's concert, girl sitting behind me said so concisewhich had directl y followed the ly, "They're incredible."
release of their first album , "The

The 35th Parallel
easily won the
hearts of the
audience with
both their music
and their genial
performing style.

:

Pablo Picasso once said,
"Everything you can imagine is
real."As!sat down at the renowned
Colby Spa wife Professor Richard
Sewell, this year's Visiting artist,
and listened to him reflect' ¦upon his
theatrical career, Pica_so's words
washed over me like paint to a blank
canvas, and, suddenly, I caught a
glimpse of the true meaning behind!
Picasso's simple philosophy.
. Sewell, a former Colby professor
of 28 years and an accomplished
playwright of 18 separate plays, has
returned to Mayflower Hill this year
to direct one of his own works entitled; ''In Divisiblunder."
Having only entered into retirement two years prior to Ms return,
Sewell told me that he is forever
grateful to Colby for granting him
the opportunity to introduce people
to a wide range of theater (everything from "The Oresteia of
Aeschylus" to "Loot," by Joe Orton,
"one of the funniest and creepiest
plays," according to Sewell). He is
also grateful for the freedom to
focus on having his plays read and
produced elsewhere.
A country boy from Mont Ville,
Maine, Sewell wasn't exactly
immersed in theater as a child. Still,
he often dreamed of diving into the
world of storytelling and directing.
He explained, "It's hard for me to
remember a time when I wasn't
going to write and put on plays."
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De La Soul: The Grind Date

Guaranteed Hi ghest

By JOSH KAHN
STAFF WRITE R
Rating: 4.0 (out of 5)

In a genre where "keeping it real"
has long been the golden rule, many
of the orig inal hi p-hop innovators
have had a hard time keeping it up.
Souls of Mischief, Black Sheep and
The Pharcyde—all of whom can lay
claim to some of hip-hop's classics—
are just a few examples of artists who
fell victim to the rapid growth and
change of this musical beast , Even
poor Nils, who debuted with (he brilliant and moody "illmatic " in 1 994, is
still searching for the recipe that made
his freshman effort a street classic...
10 years later.
The inconsistency can be explained
in part by the industry 's alienating
tendencies: artists feel pressured to
either climb aboard the pop-mobile
(see The Black liyod Peas) or go
down lighting the good fight (sec
KRS-one), their contempt for "industry whores" overpowering any creative voice they once had. It' s
inspiring, then , when a group evades
this vicious dichotomy and no one has
been doing it longer than De fa Soul.
The trio turns the trick again on Ihcir
latest album , "The Grind Date," a
convincing argument for the possibility of creative reinvention in hip-hop.
Thanks to three of the best young
producers in the game—Madlib , (>th
Wonder and Jay Dee—and .some
impressive work from long-time collaborator Supa Dave West, De La
Soul returns from a Ihree-year hiatus
with new life and a solid first release
on the Sanctuary Union label. As
usual , it 's clear that these guys
planned their attack carefully; the

beats sparkle with ori ginality and
there's an impressive consistency of
sound from beginning to end.
The opening track , "The Future ," a
jing ly mix of guitars and outer-space
vocals , zaps you right back into De La
Soul's tri pped-out world where
rhythm is king. As Maceo reminds us
in "Verbal Clap," when you 're a legend in the game, you can afford to be
selective: "Some feel free in say ing
that we don 't hunger for beats / Now
that we're not hungry, just picky in
what we eat ." If anything, "The Grind
Date" onl y further establishes the
trio 's knack for making any production style their own,
Hie first real winner on the album
is "Shopp ing Bags," a soulful tale
about "gold-digging" girlfriends.
Madlib tames his virtuoso production
style a bit for the radio, but the devil
inside him shines through in the
patchwork ' percussion and gritly
piano. The title truck follows suit and
Supa Dave West's beat is so wonderfully breezy anil upbeat , it 's a shock
thai this one wasn't the album 's first
single. Tracks like the aforementioned
"Grind Date" and the play ful "No"
make you wonder if l)c La Soul could
have been pop legends in sonic parallel universe , but for now, these guys
are having way too much l\m to worry
about image.
The verses do drag on occasion
when the fellas get caught up with
insecurities about aging. It seems at
times that for every clever line , there 's
a paranoid one that follows .and the
old "See, I told you we could still rock
the mic!" bit gets played out. It's a
shame too, because the urgency and
inventiveness of the music on "The
Grind Date" is sufficient proof that
De La Soul has yet to lose a step. On

"Student Travel" Company.
Commission, Free Trips & Great
for Resume.
Your pay equals your efforts.

De La Soul
The Grind Date

"Rock Co. Kane Flow," the hidden
jewel of the album , Maceo gives the
young emcees some veteran advice:
"Everybody cools off from being hot /
It' s about if you can handle being cold
or not." The beat switches, Maceo
deftly follows with his elastic flow
and suddenl y, it all makes perfect
sense. It doesn 't matter if the industry
thinks they 're hot or cold—De La
Soul is handling things just fine.
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After years of iihagiriing "what if," his the; daydreams
atrical
became a reality when
he transferred to the
Arte High Schools of
New Hampshire in .his
senior year of high
school. "It was my first
real encounter with the*
ater, other than fantasy,"
he explained. But mis
was only the beginning.
Sewell, later went on to
Bard College where he
got his first opportunity
to direct.
¦ '¦ ¦¦
-.
MARTIN CONNEO/TOE COLBY ECHO
.•
"Directing is maybe
ProfessorSewell) looking professorial.
the only real profession
that you can't really be trained in— war with Iraq. Sewell explained that
you just need to plunge in," he stat- he had never been a '"political
ed. Quoting Peter Brook, he added, writer," but the more he wrote, the
"You sort of have to 'con people more he came to see that one just
into thinking that you can direct'." can't separate life from politics.
Years later, after experiencing a
Although this play began as a
wide collection of magical Sewell coinedy, Sewell explained that he is
productions, Colby is forever grate- unsure how the audience will take it.
ful for Sewell's duping skills,
He commented, "I hope there will
But, directing is only half hisjob. be a laugh here and there." One can
Seweil began
writing "In never be sure how a script will manDivisiblunder," a comedic-drarna, ifest on stage: "A book is very much
when the war in Iraq was being pro- like a skeleton of a cat: the real cat is
moted. He described his first draft as alive at home—a real play comes
a type of science-fiction, but con- alive in the theater." Following
fessed to wondering, 'Nvhat if we Picasso's advice, Sewell has truly
were actually to go: to war?" The transformed the imagination of a
strange, and somewhat prophetic young hoy into reality. Colby is
part of this script was that "the happy to have Sewell back and
unthinkable" became real, and, ready to bless us with one more of
unfortunately, life imitated art," his provocative performances.
when, the U.S. actually entered into

Beer Review

Blueberry A les
By PATliZOTTE
STAFF WRITER

Although I did not write the beer
review last week, I still tested two
beers. As you know, it was Family
Homecoming Weekend on Oct. 1.
My family, like many Colby families, came to visit. I persuaded them
(it didn't take much) to drink with
me. So the panelists for this review
were my mom, Leslie "Big L"
Lizotte '74, my dad, Tom Lizotte
'74 and my brother, Andy Lizotte
'04. Knowing that they were coming
and wanting to choose an exceptionally tasty beer, I took a trip to Jokas
in search of a good "family" beer.
High Life came to mind , but I opted
for Sea Dog Blue Paw Blueberry
Wheat Ale and Bar Harbor
Blueberry Ale from
the Atlantic Brewing
Company. I remembered my mom
describing blueberry ale as "nice."
We began with
the Sea Dog. My
mom , the passive
alcoholic that she
is, commented first:
"Ooh, this has a
pleasant bouquet.
This is very good."
My dad then very
astutel y noticed ,
"The dog 's paws
are dipped in blue. The conversation on the label continued when my
brother, reverting to his old English
major ways, said , "The label is an
analogy, like the Prudential building. It looks impressive from far
away, but up close it's ordinary."
Andy, noticeable nostalgic, recalled
his former beer review days by saying that it "works way better when
you're baked for this." My dad nodded. My mom glared at him.
Quite the trivia bull, my dad told
us all thai Pugsley, the brewer ol
Sea Dog and also Shipyard, is a former Colby grad, all *hc more reason
to consume Sea Dog and Shipyardfor school spirit of course. My mom

commented, "I don't know much
about beer, but this is very smooth."
Sipping her half-finished beer
again,, she then said, "I'm feeling a
little buzz already," after which my
dad called her a lightweight. It was
clear that the beer review was tearing our family apart so we switched
to the Bar Harbor Blueberry Ale.
Although the caps were screw-off,
we had to pop then off with a bottle
opener because they were glued on.
My roommate Mike O'Brien '06
surmised that maybe the beer was
"blueberry flavored glue." Not
exactly, but its taste was comparable.
Witty O'Brien again contributed
with "Wow, both labels are blue
which is stunningly creative."
Cringing after his first sip, Andy
exclaimed, "This shit was $10!"
Reusing her line
from the Sea
Dog, my mom
again described
the new beer as
having "a pleasant bouquet."
dad
My
summed up the
taste difference
best when he
said, "Sea Dog's
aftertaste was
reall y good. It
was pleasant.
This isn't. It just
isn 't enjoyable
to drink. It tastes like blueberry dishwater compared to the Sea Dog,"
Nevertheless we all drank it.
Downing his beer, Andy suddenly
realized , "I can 't believe I' m drinking a beer already after the way 1 felt
this morning." 1 felt his pain/nausea.
But we persevered. My dad enumerated the philosop hy of the beer
review when he ended the discussion with , "This isn 't good, but
there's no such thing as a bud ale
because it' s still beer." Sea Dog
handily beat Bar Harbor 4-0. 1 sincerely discourage all of you from
pay ing $10 for Bar Harbor
Plucbcrry Ale. Sea Dog, however ,
tastes just like it sinells: delicious .

I sincerely discourage you all
from paying $10
for Bar Harbor
Blueberry Ale.
Sea Dog, however,
tastes just like it
smells: delicious.
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Golf f i nishes season on p ositive note
By NICK BAZARIAN
STAFF WRITER

The Colby golf team finished its
season last Saturday and Sunday
with positive results and a lot to look
forward to next fall. The team hosted
the Colby . College Golf Classic on
Saturday and the Colby Invitational
Golf Tournament-on Sunday, both at
Waterville Country Club, finishing
in fifth place of six and second place
of four, respectively.
The University of Southern Maine

won the Classic on Saturday with a
score of 213, followed by Bowdoin
College (223), Tufts University (227)
and Bates College (235). Colby finished with a score of 237 to edge out
by one point the University ; of New
England for fifth place. For the
Mules, Captain Dave Salmon '06 and
Matt Aschaffenburg '06 teamed up to
shoot a team best 77, followed by the
team of Matt WahT '07 and Nick
Spillane '08 who shot a 78. Chris
Johnson '.05 and Chris Surprenant '05
teamed up to shoot an 82. Southern
Maine's George Shabo '07 and Joe

Hamilton '07 combined for a 69 for
the day's lowest score to help their
team win the invitational. ¦ > ' •„ '
On Sunday, the Tufts University
team of Justin Meier "07, Seb
Gonzalez '07 and David Hunt '08
combined for the low score of 60 to
help the Jumbos win the Colby
Invitational. As a team , Tufts scored a
122, followed by Colby 's 128, the
Mules' best finish of the season. Bates
took third with a 130, followed by the
University of New England's 13L The
Colby team of Aschaffenburg, Josh
Gerber '07 and Eric Legere '07 shot a

61 to lead the Mules, while Salmon,
Wahl and Spillane scored a 67. The
tournament was a best two teams of
three scramble format.
Despite having a disappointing season, the golfers responded with optimism toward their outlook for next
year. Salmon said, "I'm really proud
of everybody on the team. Finishing in
second place at this prestigious tournament was a great way to end our
season, and it's a good feeling to take
into the off-season. I think next year is
going to be our year." Teammate
Gerber added, "This was a rebuilding

year, as it was the first in 10 seasons
that we didn't win a single event But
we were very happy with our second
place finish last weekend. We lost a
bunch of seniors in '04, but everyone
on the team showed signs of improvement over last year, so we've got high
hopes for next year."
Head Coach Jim Tortorella felt that
his team's best aspect was its chemistry. "We didn't have the best year,
but as far as a team goes, we have the
best of people. We had a wonderful
time and experience this season. I look
forward to next year."

FOUL BALLS:A #
withYankeeBill
Continued From Page 10

JL: Do you think Giambi is on the
juice?
YB: Yeah he's on the juice. I'll
admit it.
JL: Are the Yankees really
Pedro's Daddy?
YB: Yeah. Can you really take a guy
seriously that beats up senior citizen?
JL: Do you ever fear for your life?
YB: Many, many times. It seems
that everyone here is a Red Sox fan
and they're all out for death, especially after the Aaron Boone incident.
JL: Is it really that gratifying when
the Yankees win, or do you just want
to see the Red Sox lose?
YB: It's the best of both worlds,
watching the agony of Red Sox fans is
almost as good as watching the Yanks
win the series for what; the 27th time.
JL: The Yankees have a $190 miltheir
representation
at
such
a
presto
lion
payroll, $60 million higher than
By JESSICA BERHNARD
gious competition is a "very big deal," the number two payroll in the league
STAFF WRITER
especially since Dunn and Hughes are (Red Sox). If they win, is it really that
It was another exciting weekend for the first women from. Colby ever to much of an accomplishment?
Colby tennis players as the women's qualify for such a challenge/
YB: Yes, of course it is. To be able
team hosted . Middlebury College on
While Hughes and Dunn are trav- to go through the season with the
Colby's hardcourts and the men 's team eling, the rest of the women's team injuries, the problems, all the things
trekked out to Bates College to com- will be expected to perform at the that it takes to win a series, but I'll
pete in the. Wallach Invitational that All New England Women 's admit that something needs to be
stretched from Saturday to Sunday.
Tournament
in
Amherst, done. That's what, six Devil Rays
On the whole, Coach Mike Morgan Massachusetts. "This weekend we'll teams for one Yankees payroll, but
felt the women's matches ended tri- have to step it up and play our hard- you're still playing within the rules.
umphantly. "I was really happy for ' our est," Ulhmann noted. "It'll be good
JL: Should the Sox win, are you
girls, we're-going to keep moving for- preparation for the spring."
prepared for belligerent and constant
ward." he noted with determination.
The men also had outstanding heckling you'll get for the rest of the
While the women
results in the year (mostly from me)?
were defeated by
W all a c h
YB; No, because the heckling will
Middlebury 's notoriInvitational where be endless and every sentence that
ously merciless team,
Marc Kassiri '05 comes out of my mouth will be folthey had several rather
and Tony Gill '07 lowed by "but the Red Sox won."
close matches. "Last
battled their way to
JL: Do you believe in curses?
fall we lost to them
the semi-finals of
YB: Oh yes. The Red Sox are
eight to . one, this spring
the doubles compe- cursed and forever will be and will
we lost to them seven to
tition. Commenting never win the World Series.
two, and this match we
on their defeat in
JL: A-Rod has frosted tips. Is this
made it to six-three, so
that round, Gill why Yankees fans haven 't really
we're slowly chipping
quoted
Andy embraced him? .
away,
Lauren
Roddick saying,
YB: No, it's because-he has his
Ulhmann '06 noted with
"We threw the own name on his shoes.
a
satisfied
grin.
kitchen sink at
JL: Who do you think is on top, AUlhmann had quite an
them, but they went Rod or Jeter?
outstanding
match,
into the bathroom
YB: Define "on top."
though she lost to her
and got a tub."
JL; If the Red Sox win the World
Vermontian-opponent
In
singles, Series this, year, will you buy me.a
in two sets, 6-4, 6-2.
Lauren Uhlmann '06 Kassin and Zach beer?
Ulhmann 's doubles
YB: Yeah, I'll buy you a beer. But
Schuman '08 also
Player
partner Ginny Raho
c o m p e t e d
if the Yankees win I'd expect nothing
'06 also competed
admirably, making less.
fiercely, bouncing back
it to the quarter
JL: Anything else you want to add.
from a 6-1 defeat in the first set to lose 7- finals before they were defeated. "I
YB: I'm just looking for a great
5 in the second.
was real happy with the progress series. There 's nothing like good
"We played a good match against a there ," Coach Morgan said of the baseball in October, and there's nothvery good team, had some good men's advancement.
ing better to keep my mind off work
chances to really open it up and win it,
Next weekend the men 's team and me in the pub.
but Middlebury played a great will compete against Amherst
There you have it, a' new, but
match," Morgan said.
College. The team is eager for shamefully biased perspective on one
Next weekend , Captain Sara the match. "They 're pretty good, of the greatest sports rivalries in hisHughes '05 and her doubles partner but they 're not unstoppable or tory courtesy of Yankee Bill.
Allison Dunn '07 will travel to Florida anything like that ," Gill said Seriously though, he's a good sport
where they have qualified to compete confidently.
for doing this. Now lets all hope the
in the I.T.A. Small College National
Sox win so he'll shut the hell up.
Championships. Morgan stressed that

Men 's soccer takes two
Middlebury defeats women 's
tough losses over weekend tennis, but improvements seen
' •'

By STEVE SANDAK
STAFF WRITER

".

The Colby men 's soccer team had
three games this past week highlighted by back to back New England
Small College Athletic Conference
weekend games. They came out of the
week 1-2 pushing their overall record
to 6-8 and their league record to 1-4.
The first game of the week was a
home match against the University of
Maine at Farmington. Farmington has
never been the most talented team, but
like most Maine schools, play s gritty,
tough soccer which makes any match
against them difficult. Colby did not
play their prettiest soccer of the year
but they were able to scrap together a
2-1 victory over the Beavers as they
headed into the weekend.
The eighth ranked Mules matched
up against fifth ranked Wesley an
University (4-4, 3-2 NESCAC) on
Saturday for what turned out to be a
very hard fought game. According to
Captain Ryan Boccuzzi '05,
"Wesleyan had less class than any
team I had played against in years."
During the game there were several
scuffles among the teams as the
intensity of the match grew.
Wesleyan was able to push Colby out
of their normal controlled tempo and
into a more disorganized "kick and
run" game.
Wesleyan scored first but the Mules
came back as team leading scorer
Monty Hankin '05 put in a goal off a
long throw in by fellow senior Brian
Kelly. Wesleyan came back and went
up 2-1 off a goal from Brandon Smith
'08. Junior Bobby Abendroth played
a particularl y tenacious game and
scored the Mules ' second goal to
send the game into overtime. Smith
scored several minutes into overtime
off an assist from Jared Ashe '07 to
give Wesleyan the win.
The reffing of the game was loose
which led to a lot of the roug h play;
regardless of that fact Coach Mark

Last fall we lost
to [Middlebury]
eight to one,
this spring we
lost to them
seven to two,
and this match
we made it to
six-three, so we
are slowly chipping away.

TESS HOBBS/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby battled against a rough Wesleyan team but lost in overtime.
Serdjenian was proud of the passion
his team played with but mentioned
that he was "disappointed with the
overall tone of the game."
The Mules had~ td~4£$*~and put
Saturday 's tough loss behind them as
they faced off against league leader
Williams College (7-2-1 , 5-1
NESCAC) on Sunday. Williams
scored both of their goals in the firs t
half off of rebounds giving them a 2-0
lead going into halftime. This team
continued to show the determination
they have all year and came out fiery

in the second half. Boccuzzi thought
the team moved the ball to feet very
well and had several great scoring
chances. If it was not for several
exceptional saves by Williams ' goalie,
the Mules could have given the Purple
Cows a run for their money.
Colby has no weekday games this
week as they get an opportunity to rest
up and prepare for what should be a
very tough game against second ranked
Amherst College next weekend.

Undef eated Cardinals get their
wings clipp ed by Mules f ootball
final whistle was blown , however, it
was clear that the hi gh-Hy ing
Cardinals were no match for the stubborn and determined Mules , as the
Mules used a dominant defensive
performance to blow out the
Cardinals 23-0.
The key to the game was clearly the
dominance of the Mules passing
defense . Wesleyan quarterback Zach
Canter '07 threw six interceptions to
Mules defenders, almost half Ihe number of limes he managed to connect with

his own receivers (13). Forced turnovers
by the Mules helped set the tone for the
STAFF WRITER
game earl y, as linebacker Wayne
The Mules ' defense looked like it
Harrington '05 intercepted a pass on
was going to have its hands full going
Wesleyan's own 30 yard line to set up a
into Saturday 's game against
11 yard touchdown pass from Justin
Wesleyan University. The Cardinals
Smith '07 to running back Chris
rolled into town with an undefeated
Duncombe '05, The Mules made it 13-0
record and the New England Small
at the half as kicker John Goss '06
Col lege Athletic Conference 's lop
added two Held goals and Colby 's
rated passing offense, a juggernaut
defense continued to have its way with
that averaged 39 points and 442 yards
(lie Cardinals. The Mules ended two
in its first two games. By llie lime the
threatening Wesleyan drives in the second quarter by
loreing Canter to
throw interceptions deep in
Colby 's own territory.
It looked as if
Wesleyan mi ght
be able lo make
a game of it in
the second half ,
ns Smith ended
the Mules first
two drives with
interceptions
and
gave
Wesleyan
n
eliuneo to gel
into the game,
The Cnrdinuls ,
however, could
not capitalize
PHOTO COURirSY Op MN KABPCnSKI
on the Mules '
lolm Goss '06 sends the ball into the Wesleyan end at Saturdays' victory fo r the Mules .
mistakes, going
By AJ HERRMANN

three and out after both interceptions and giving the ball ri ght back
to the Mules offense. Smith was not
about to let a third chance get by
him and led the Mules on an 80 yard
scoring drive capped by a touchdown pass to Jon Vucca '06 that
largel y put the game out of reach.
The Mules added three more interceptions in the fourth quarter alone
to put an exclamation point on the
victory and send Ihe Cardinals back
to Connecticut wondering what
exactly had just happened to their
previously dominant ollense.
Althoug h there were many individual stars in Saturday 's game, senior
Captain Steve Kasperski '05 credited
Ihe entire defense as being worthy at
Ihe game ball. Kasperski said that the
Mules success was based on "good
prepa ration and a defensive line that
kept getting pressure up front , which
forced (Canter) to make had decisions." Cornerback Mike Civitello
'05 agreed , adding, "Wesleyan threw
the ball 77 times last week , so we pretty much knew what was coming."
Next week Colby travels to
Amherst College to take on the Lord
Jeffs. Civitello pointed out that every
single team the Mules have played
this year has been undefeated coming
into its game with Colby, a trend that
continues this week ns Amherst is 3-0
following its defeat of Middlebury
College on Saturday,

Throw away your television

COLOUR COMMENTARY
By Doug Dua

The NFL is a heartbreak league.
You and I can maybe agree on one
thing. At some point or another during
every football season, our teams '
mechanics just slip to the point where
it 's a grotesque show to watch Ihem
and we'd rather go to the library and
not even think about what was witnessed earlier on. I' m talking about
those times when you saw a wide
open receiver drop the ball. I'm talking about those times when your running back got stuffed alter a would-be
5-yard TD romp right at the threshold
to be denied a score...and then fumbled. I m talking about your tight end
hauling in a catch two feet away from
the sideline with nine seconds left on
the clock at the opposing 24 yard line
and failed to escape the zone of play.
You just want to eat your remote
control!
Luckily for you, you 're probably a
Patriots fan. This stuff happens once
in a blue moon , and when it does, it's
usuall y something in the order of sacrificing a 10 point lead for « seven
point lead, or something of such consequence, Me too. I'm an Ragles fan.
But let 's talk about those poor,
dimwitted saps who keep following

the teams that arc going to have them
in seizures of anger by the time this
season is over.
The Seahawks Fan. Do we have
any of these at Colby? I challenge you
to make yourself known by writing a
rcsponsorial Digest. How do you condone this team? How do you look
yourself in the mirror in the morning
after blowing that lead to the St. Louis
Rams? How on earth does ESPN continue to rank this team HA in the league
after the three unstoppable teams?
And this game was at home!!?
The Redskins Fan. Washington 's a
great place for some things, and 1
lived and worked there this summer;
But for each of you Sox fans who
think your leadoff hitler bears a
resemblance to Jesus, there are two
Washiiigtonians who actuall y worship
the man brought back in to coach
(hem this season after a twelve-year
hiatus. But what has Joe Gibbs done?
Clinton Portis now has head problems
in the order of Mike Mussina and
Derek Lowe—he says he's thinking
so much about his running game that
he sees Ihe hole and doesn 't know
how to hit it. The Cleveland Browns
say that alter a few minutes of gumeplay, they can easily tell just by looking at the player packages exuetly
what running play is about to be
called, The Ravens had a few good
laug hs this Sunday. Against arguably
the fastest defense in football, Gibbs
continued to stick with his running
plan of sweeping Portis outside,
despite the fact that the purple Portis
Continued on Page !)

Woodsmen '*> club scores big at Unity
team. The women's team started off
the meet by winning the Chop, Chop,
Saw team relay and continued to win
After weeks of wielding sharp many single person competitions
metal objects in the heart of the eventually lea&ing theni to first place
woods surrounding Colby's Hillside overall. This feat is especially impresparking lot, the Colby woodsmen sive considering the fact that the
team proved themselves to be among women's team is made up of four new
the best log cutters, axe throwers, and members and only two experienced
water boilers in the New England members. The men's team also did
area, which, in addition to providing well, winning the Bow Sawing event
them with a first place trophy in the and the Pack Board Water Boil relay,
women's division and a fourth place while taking fourth place overall.
This victory is a result of all the
in the men's division at a Unity
College meet, most likely also pro- practicing the team has been doing in
vides them with the title of most the past couple weeks. "We've been
dangerous school-ordained organiza- practicing pretty hard," said CoCaptain Tim Newhouse '05.
tion on campus.
The meet, which took place two Women's team Captain Kate Braemet
weeks ago, was a major victory for the '07 said that both the women's and
By WALTERCAMPBELL
STAFFWRITER

: .

Rugby takes Bates, Orono

men's teams have been practicing
regularly and that since they recently
obtained electricity in the cabin
where they practice, they will be able
to continue practicing long after the
sun goes down.
The skills they used at the Unity
College meet were seen by many
during their Family Homecoming
Weelcend demonstration. Braemer
said that there was a "grand showing for the woodsmen demonstration," and -woodsmen team
member Travis Kendall '07 estimated that there were upwards of
100 people at the demonstration .
This upcoming Saturday the team
will face a difficult challenge, after
taking a four hour drive up to the
University of New Brunswick to
compete against anywhere from
eight to ten American and Canadian
schools. "We hoDe to keen UD the

Captain Nate Mylrea '05 also had an
impressive game when he scored a try
SPORTS EDITOR
after
barreling through
the
Farmington
backs
and
also
kicked
two
Colby rugby had a busy and successful weekend, with the women tak- penalty kicks.
Sunday's match against Bates was
ing on the University of Maine at
Orono and the men playing against "one of the roughest games we've
the University .of Maine at played all year," according to
Farmington on Saturday before facing Wheelock. Alex Ridder '05 was able
off against Bates College on Sunday. to score a try in the first minutes of the
Colby came out on top in all three game. Steve Sandak '07 and
games, continuing their flawless Brockmeyer were each able to score
penalty kicks as was Wheelock to end
record from this season.
The women took an easy win the first half. Wheelock said that the
against UMaine-Orono with a final "Colby forwards dominated the Bates
score; of 67-0. Co-Captain Melissa pack all day" and were able to score
Landau '05 said, "It was a great game one final try in the second half, ending
not only because we won, but we kept the game with a 24-5 win. The victory
the level of play high and remained also qualified Colby for the New
intense and focused, even when it was England rugby playoffs.
clear we were winning." The team
Over fall break the women's squad
scored 11 tries with Molly Chester '05 will travel to the UMaine-Farmington
and Jackie Dao '05 each having two before heading to Bowdoin College
tries while seven other players also on Oct. 23. The men will wrap up
scored. "It was great to see a combi- their regular fall season on Saturday
nation of both backs and forwards with a home match against Bowdoin.
sconng," Landau said.
Landau was excited with the play
she saw from first-time players three
games into their season. "We were
also able to give many of our rookies
some playing time, which was great
for them to get experience. They all
did exceptionally well; it was great to
see; that the future of Colby rugby
looks very promising."
The men's squad also had a strong
weekend which they started off with a
40-3 win against UMaine-Farmington
on Saturday. Fly half John Wheelock
'06 was especially pleased with the
victory. "Farmington is one of the
toughest, most respected teams in the
league and they came out playing hard
and went ahead 3-0 in the first couple
minutes. However, the score shows
the resolve and fire that Colby rugby
brings to every match."
The men quickly caught up to
UMaine-Farmington's early lead and
surpassed them, scoring in six tries
and two penalty kicks throughout the
game. Wheelock said, "[Co-Captain]
Matt Brewer '05 had the game of his
life. He was the most intimidating
man on the field today and was completely unstoppable." Aaron Stepka
'06J had a try for the Mules, as did
Ned Brockmeyer '07 and Nick Miller
'05. Wheelock recalled that CoBy ALEXA LINDAUER

Devastator of the Wee k
—¦

' r

winning streak, although we're up
against some competition ," said
Braemer. With the "stiff Canadian
competition," added Newhouse, it
will be difficult. Braemer stated that
they hope to "dominat e" the
American schools and "to hold our
own against the Canadian schools."
It will be made even more difficult
by the fact that, according to
Newhouse, the team will be taking
"seven rookies to this meet," but he
stated that he is glad to see the
"potential they are showing for how
the team will be in the future. They
are all showing a lot of natural ability and they are really developing
good technique." Kendall said that
last year Colby ranked somewhere in
the middle in this difficult meet.
They hope to do "better this year.
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> • Williamson led the
. Mules to huge victories
against Wesleyan and
Williams last weekend.
She had two goals
DANA. EISENBERG/ TH E COLBY ECHO
against Wesleyan on
Saturday in a 4-0 win for —^
Colby, as well as the sole goal in the last minutes of the match
against Williams on Sunday in a 1-0 win, Williamson is the
leading scorer for the Mules with nme goals/Williamson.iiad '
Colby 's only goal in a 4-1 loss to Trinity Sept. 25, as well as
goals against Husson, the University of New England and the
University of Maine at Farmington. She was named the
NESCAC Player of the Week for the week of Oct. 11 and was
last year 's NESCAC Rookie of the Year.

Volleyball defeated in cl ose matches by Tuffs , Amherst
By ALEXA UNDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

Wadsworth Gymnasium was host
to some of the most competitive
volleyball teams in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference this Friday and
Saturday as Amherst College, Tufts
University, Bates College and
Bowdoin College traveled to Colby
for a weekend of fierce competition.
Amherst and Tufts are currently tied
for first place in the league along
with Middl ebury College and
Williams College, as none of these
schools have suffered a loss to
another NESCAC school.
Colby took on Tufts Friday
night. Despite Tufts flawless

record, the Mules came very close
to handing Tufts their first loss in
the five match game (22-3 0, 30-27,
27-30, 30-24, 15-8). Co-Captain
Cait Cleaver '06 led the team with
16 kills and 15 defensive digs
while Mariah Daly '06 had 13 kills.
Cassie Sancartier '08 had 51 assists
and 13 digs, Megan Devlin '06 tallied nine kills and 22 digs and CoCaptain Kaitlin Adams '06 had 10
kills and five digs. Julie Hike '07
racked up nine kills while Kendall
Kirby '07 contributed 21 digs.
However, the team 's incredible
effort was not enough to overtake
the Jumbos as the game came
down to one fmal match.
On Saturday the Mules came out
with fire in their eyes against

Amherst and took the first Two
matches, 30-25 and 30-22.
However,Amherst was unwilling to
be brought down by an underdog
and redeemed its initial losses in the
remaining three matches; (30-19,
30-27, 15-11) in another heartbreaking defeat for the Mules. Daly
led the team with 19 kills while
Devlin contributed 15 kills and 15
digs. Cleaver tallied 13 kills and 22
digs while Sancartier had 55 assists.
The team was clearly disappointed with the losses when victory had been so nearly theirs.
However, Cleaver said, "We did
manage to put up a good fight and
take both teams to five game
matches . Although the matches
were tough losses, it was an excel-

lent learning experience for the
future." It is also notable that
Bowdoin and Bates fell easily to
Tufts and Amherst in three match
games while Colby was able to
hold their competition to five
match games.
Cleaver said that the weekend
taught the Mules a hard lesson.
"We now know that we must maintain our intensity and level of play
in order to beat good teams rather
than giving such teams a chance to
take the lead and shift the momentum of the match in their favor."
On Saturday Colby will have an
opportunity to hand out losses
when they travel to Bates to take
on Bates and Bowdoin for another
NESCAC weekend.

NO GUESSING

NO UNCERTAINTY

(THAT'S WHAT MI OT E RMS ARE FOR)

COLOUR COMMENTARY
Continued From Page 8
eaters were giving him zero room for
maneuver. This team needs a trip to
ye olde drawing board.
The Dolphins Fan. Ouch. Next.

The Saints Fan. I might not have
typed this, because I' m fairly certain
that no one from New Orleans would
come to Maine for any reason whatsoever, lixcept to intentionally NOT
watch the Saints on Sunday. In Maine,
the -average New Orleans resident
probably doesn't go through three
television sets a month (you can
always count on the Saints to scrape
together one win a month by finally
connecting their extra points here and
there). New quarterback , new cellphone plan , and some new colors
would go a long way. And don't lose
to the Cardinals again.
Next week, we'll talk about the flip
side. The best teams in the NFL , and
why it turned out that 2004 was reall y
the Yankees' year again. Comments?
Look me up.
This week: 1:00 I'M, Seattle
Scahawks at New England,
Recommendation : Yellow Tail
Shiraz. Red wine goes well when a
bird gets beat this bad.
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Johnson leads Mules
's
Women
domin
soccer
ates,
place
finish
in tenth
topp les Wesley f in, Williams
By ALEXA UNDAUER
.

SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby cross country teams traveled to Franklin Park in Boston,
Massachusetts Friday where they raced
in the Open New England
Championships and proved themselves
to be major competition for the largest
universities in all three divisions in
New England. With 45 women's teams
present and 48 men's teams participating, the Colby women took a tenth
place finish while the men matched
their 27 place finish from last season.
Fred Bailey '07 was the top finisher
for the men's squad, finishing with a time
of 26:52 on the 4.95 mile course and taking 120 place out of 315 competitors.
Co-Captain Jeff Alden '07 completed the
race six seconds later
while Dan Vassallo
'07 clocked in soon
after. Coach Todd
Coffin commented
that first-years Alex
Gill and Jon Reno had
an impressive race for
'. their New England
debut.
However,
Alden said "A lot of
guys came into this
race looking for great
performances and they
just did not happen.
No one ran a poor
race, yet no one ran
exceptionally well."
While the men's
¦
team finished last of
..
the New England
Small College Athletic
Conference schools.
Coffin is confident that the team will see
improvements in the weeks leading up to
the NESCAC championship meet on
Oct. 30. "Last year this meet was the
turning point that led to the team 's
impressive fourth place NESCAC finish—we expect to see similar improvements in the weeks to come."
The women's team entered the race
expected to finish in 20 place but
instead turned heads with their 10 place
finish, putting them behind only two
Division III colleges, Williams College

and Middlebury College. Senior CoCaptain Karina Johnson said, "We
knew that we would probably surprise
some teams and place higher than 20,
but we went beyond that and even surprised ourselves a bit by placing 10!".
Co-Captain Torrey Kulow '05 added,
"We beat Tufts [University] which was
our goal going into, the race. In the
weekly New England Division III team
polls we have been ranked fifth right
behind Tufts for the past few weeks, so
we were hoping to beat them and take
away their fourth place status."
Johnson was the top finisher for the
Mules, finishing in 38 place out of 302
runners on the 5.02 kilometer course.
Jess Minty '06 came in four seconds
later with a time of 18:55. First-years
Anna King and Liz Petite each had
strong showings as
did Hillary Easter
'06, all of whom finished in the top 100
runners.
Johnson
said; "With each race
we keep getting more
and more excited for
big things to come.
It's really exciting to
have such a tight
pack." AH seven of
Colby's varsity runners finished almost
within a minute of
each other. The
women's sub-varsity
team also performed
very well with an
Jeff A ld en '07 eighth place finish
led by Shannon
Captain
Burnham '08.
The cross country
teams will travel to the Maine State
Meet next weekend where they will
compete against nearly every college
in Maine with the exception of the
University of Maine. Alden looks forward to this final race before the
NESCAC championship race in two
weeks. "This is a chance to face off
against top rivals Bates and Bowdoin.
Both teams have some strong runners
that we need to match up against if we
want to be in a position to place well
as a team and individuals."

A lot of guys
came into this
race looking for
great performances and
they just didn't
happen. No one
ran a poor race,
yet no one ran
exceptionally
well.

MOLLY WARREN/THE COLBY ECHO

The Mules flew through the air as thev took on Wesleyan Saturday and ultimately came out with the victory.
shots. The first shot that put the Mules
on the scoreboard came from Laura
• ' STAFF-WRITER "; "' ¦
Williamson '07 off a pass from Katie
The Colby women's soccer team: is McCabe '08. Williamson is second in
back in playoff contention after beat- the conference in points per game
ing Wesleyan University 4-0 and (2.11) and goals per game (1.00) and
Williams College 1-0 at home last tied with McCabe at ninth for assists
weekend. They were crucial victories per game .
for the Mules, whose subsequent conIn the second half against
ference record of 2-3-1 elevated the Wesleyan, Colby's confidence grew
team to sixth in the New England with the momentum from its early
Small College Athletic Conference lead. Liz Morbeck '07 assisted
standings, a spot it must share with Williamson for a second goal, and in
Bowdoin College temporarily, until its the final 12 minutes of play, Kaitlin
chance this Saturday to upset Amherst Herlihy '06, a playmaker and threat to
College (second in the standings at 2- the Cardinals the entire game, scored
0-3). Amherst, like Colby, tied Tufts two unassisted goals to make it 4-0 for
University earlier this season and the Colby's first NESCAC win of the seaColby women know they have the son. The Mules left the field elated.
capability to carry their energy to "So many times before this weekend
Massachusetts and earn another big we 've p layed well and this weekend
NESCAC win.
was no different, except that all the
The Mules undoubtedly dominated pieces fell into place," goalkeeper and
the game against Wesleyan Saturday Tri-Captain Elizabeth Riley '05 said.
morning. The defense played excep- "This weekend , especially Saturday,
tionall y well, allowing few corner was a true team victory."
kicks and goal attempts by the
The team 's adrenaline rush didn 't
Cardinals. Colby, on the other hand , let down. On Sunday, Colby faced
recorded six corner kicks and 15 Williams and caught the Ephs off
By MEREDITH M. BLASCMCH

guard. Instrumental in the result of the
game, Riley led the Mules with 19
saves to help her team to victory
despite the Ephs' advantage in shots.
The contest was tough for Colby, but
the team never faltered. Their perseverance paid off. Just as overtime
seemed imminent and with little over
a minute left in the game, McCabe
passed it to Williamson, whose shot
from the eighteen yard line found the
Ephs'' net, above the reach of goalkeeper Sarah Ginsburg '07. Stunned,
the Ephs showed signs of devastation
as they watched the euphoric Mules
celebrate their way back to the other
side of the field.
"The game showed our mental
toughness," said Libba Cox '07.
"Williams was dominating for a while
and had some great chances, but we
never gave up and finished the opportunities that we had. Everyone really
stepped up and left everything out on
the field. This game was huge for us
and has put us right back in playoff
contention." Kaitlin Herlihy. also
expressed her contentment. "We are
very excited," she said. "We battled

• Men's Crew
@ Fall CBB Head Race
• Women's Grew
@ Fall CBB Head Race
• Women's Tennis
.- , @ NEWITT
Amherst
• Field Hockey
@ Amherst
.
• Men's Soccer
@ Amherst
¦' ¦• Women's Soccer
@ Amherst
• Men's Cross Country
@ Maine State Meet
Cumberland Center
• Women's Cross Country
@ Maine State Meet
Cumberland Center
• Football
@ Amherst
• Volleyball
@ Bates
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17

• Men's Tennis
@ Amherst

against adversity earlier in the seasoned I think now things are looking
a lot more positive."
Laura Williamson -'07, now
NESCAC Player of the Week,
acknowledged the mental part of the
game. "Against Williams, we never
stopped fighting," she said. "We had
confidence in each other and never
believed we couldn't win the game.
Thanks to Riley's unbelievable play,
we stuck with Williams, and in the
end, finished our opportunity. I don 't
think I've ever been more proud to be
part of a team as I am to be part of this
one. We now have the confidence that
was missing early on to carry us
through the remainder of our games."
Colby's next game is Saturday at
Amherst.

A chat with Yankee Bill
Gallitto III , or, as he will be referred
to in this column, "Yankee Bill."
Apparentl y Yankee Bill likes to
enjoy the occasional beer during a
baseball game. He also likes to belligerentl y heckle Red Sox fans.
During the last Yankees-Sox scries
of the season, Yankee Bill took it
upon himself to give the Sox fans in
By JEREMY LITTLE
the Spa a particularl y hard time
while I , being the level-headed ,
It has to be this way, doesn't it? classy, sober individual lhal 1 am, sat
The New York Yankees and the quietl y enjoy ing the game. Yankee
Boston Red Sox will meet once Hill eventually went on to explain to
again in the American League me what he thought of my column
Championship Series. Call it des- and what he used it for (use your
tiny, call it fate, 1 don't care. By the imagination), and it was at this point
time this column runs two games that I decided that his voice is what 's
will have been played in the Bronx missing from the Echo. So with that
Zoo. There arc two camps right now in mind 1 conducted this interview
in Red Sox Nation , those who want with Yankee Bill.
JL: Yankees fans are predictably
the Sox to win the World Series, and
arrogant.
Do you really think Ihe
those who want them to win one by
going through the Yankees. Take a Yanks- arc better this year [than Ihe
Red Sox], or arc you just confident
wild guess how I feel.
Since 1 began this column last that the Sox will blow it?
YB: I will say that flic Red Sox
year I' ve made it pretty clear how 1
feel about this rivalry so I'll spare have improved and the Yankees
you ye! another rant about how have, in the loss of Jason Giambi ,
much I hate the New York Yankees. regressed from last year 's team.
Instead I' m going to present a differContinued on Page 8
ent view, the view of one William J.

appear like they blew us
off the field and that just
wasn 't the case."
This past weekend proved to
Again , despite this
be rather difficult for the Colby
weekend's unfortunate
field hockey team. They played
turn of events Colby is
on Saturday and Sunday and
not letting down. They
unfortunately ended the weekknow that they need to
end.0-2. Nevertheless, as Head
win this weekend to
Coach
Amy
Bernatchez
keep alive the hopes of a
emphasized, "We all were hopposition ,
tournament
ing for a more successful week"We will continue to
end . Wins are great, and we
work hard and finish the
wish we had more of them, but
season
strong,"
despile our losses, J saw some
Hcrnatche/ said.
great things this weekend,"
The Mules are p layOn Saturday, the Mules (4ing the University of
4, 1-4 NESCAC) took on the
Southern Maine on
Wesleyan University Cardinals
before
Wednesday
(6-2, 3-2 NESCAC) on what
heading
down
to
according to Bernatchez was
Amherst College this
to be a "winnable game"
coming
Saturday.
despite Wesleyan 's third place
Amherst is currentl y
M0IIY WMIIH N/llll. C0U1Y I 'HO
position in the New England Wesleyan refuses to let
ranked sixth in the
Colhy score a goal in their 4-0 victory on Saturd ay.
Small
College
Athletic
NESCAC and Colby
conierence compared to
should give Ihe Lord
Colby 's ninth place ranking. locus on the positives instead of the they caught Williams , ranked 20 in Jeffs some stiff competition.
However, Wesleyan's Louis Mook negatives." And that is exactly what the nation , oil' guard.
'05 managed to score one goal and Colby did. They came out Hying.
Hcrnatche/. made it clear that
got two assists that contributed to
On Sunday, playing a very com- "despite being down 4-1 , we played
thej r 4-0 victory. Between the two petitive Williams College team cur- tough and never gave up. The enthusiColby goultendcrs , 10 saves were rently ranked second in the asm on and off the licit! was amazing.
made. Wesleyan's Caitlin Kelly '07 NESCAC, the Colby Mules took The team never panicked; they stayed
also had a solid game for the charge of the field as soon as the calm under the pressure . Williams
Football defeats Wesleyan
Cardinals, shutting out Colby by game began. They had 14 shots with capitalized on a lew breakaways lor
The Mules shut out undefeated Wesleyan in a
stopping seven shots.
Jcnn Rcilly '08 getting the only their .goals, hul 1 fell like we played a
23-0 victory.
PAGE S
Bernatchez explained that her team Colby goal of the game.
great game. The score docs not reflect
"acknowledged that we lacked comGoalkeepers Mol ly Rice '07 and the game accurately." Co-Captain
Men's soccer takes two defeats
munication and teamwork (tint day. Jamie Enos '08 each played and Wendy Homier '05 expressed similar
Sunday we decided to take a more stopped a total of 11 .SIIOIN . They sentiments; "We played well and I
Men 's soccer lost in overtime to Wesleyan 3-2
positive approach, Our focus for the were all over the ball and play ing as think the most frustrating part of losnnd to NESCAC leader Williams 2-0. WOE 8
game was communication and to a team. In feet , it appeared as though ing those two games IH that the scores
STAFF WRITER '

FRIDAY; OCTOBER 15
• Women's Tennis
@ NEWITTAmherst
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16

Field hockey takes disapp ointing losses
By MICHELE BARMASH
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in sports
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